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PREFACE
timely feedback loop
drives confidence, impact, speed
winning strategy

The global economy is experiencing rapid, nonlinear, and unexpected change from forces that cannot be
controlled but whose impact can be mitigated, leveraged, or ignored. Furthermore, digital disruption, the
transformation caused by emerging digital technologies and business models, is a reality across industries
worldwide. The cost of ignoring these forces can push enterprises toward cascading difficulties that
become harder and harder to overcome and even risk irrelevance. Some forces require mitigation which
is often categorized as an insurance policy. The most asked question is whether the pain and cost of
transformation are worth it.
The forces that have caused this rapid disruption are varied in predictability, observability, timing, and
impact. Given these volatile competitive landscapes, the traditional timeframes for strategic planning
cycles should be re-assessed. Executives must decide whether their strategic decision-making processes
are responsive enough to timely address these forces.
Executives must then ask if their strategic and tactical objectives are being translated into the right actions
through all layers of management and operations with the right impact. The question facing leadership is
how to create a virtuous cycle of relevant decision-making from the board room to the factory floor,
loading dock, field, or retail space and all levels in between. A timely, meaningful feedback loop is required
to understand if executive decisions are making a crucial difference quickly enough. Those enacting these
decisions need to know they have the right information to meet the objectives.
Traditionally, Operational Technology (OT) that has automated daily operations has evolved apart from
Information Technology (IT) which aggregates data and manages transactional flow. OT has a deeper
front-line focus as it is more intimately engaged in the direct functioning of the operation of the business.
Meanwhile, IT is generally more focused on the productivity of the organization. The processes and
cultures have evolved independently through generations of business model changes, while the
technological foundations, historically siloed, are starting to blur. The current rate of disruptive change
necessitates senior executives to have a holistic view including both worlds, as it is vital to sustainable
competitive advantage.
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Of all the strategies and approaches to consider as a mechanism to remain viably competitive, the
convergence of OT and IT stands out as the most promising for sustainable success. OT and IT converge
through tandem evolution. This convergence requires re-imagining how decisions are enabled. It also
requires a fundamental alignment in the architecture of all processes to make the right decision at the
right time, with the right level of authority and scope. Adaptive, purpose-built, timely, data-driven
decision-making enables organizations to learn and unlearn to meet the needs for more immediate
proactive and corrective actions. The outcomes from these actions build experience to facilitate
knowledge creation while enhancing wisdom.
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Gregor’s Law:
Excessive complexity
is nature’s punishment for
organizations that are unable to change
Gregor Hohpe 2020
Thought leader and practitioner on
architecture strategy, cloud, and IT transformation
who extracts order from chaos,
dives into the engine room to give the penthouse better IT strategies, and
fights relentlessly against unnecessary complexity and corporate politics.
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He who has not first laid down his foundations,
may with great ability lay them afterwards,
but they will be laid with trouble to the architect
and a danger to the building.
The Prince by Niccolò Machiavelli 1515
Italian politician, diplomat, founding father of political science, and author.
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INTRODUCTION
a journey begins
witness brave new worlds revealed
use timeless guidance

ABOUT THE CONTENTS OF THIS BOOK
As we describe the sections of this book through conventional means, we also provide succinct summaries
through a series of haikus, a Japanese form of poetry. Through
timely feedback loop
this form of bottom-lining, we convey the essence of each
drives
confidence, impact, speed
chapter while stimulating expansive and creative thinking.
winning strategy
This haiku to the right, summarizes the body of work, as
outlined in the Preface.
Chapter 1 (Adapt and Disrupt through a Dynamic Multi-Level Decisioning Architecture) draws attention
to the inflection point triggered by digital disruption. Real-time insight is an enabler for organizations to
address the impacts of disruptive forces. Even though most industries are dynamic and respond to
change, the real question is, do they respond fast enough and
effectively enough in the right areas with the correct
disruption peril
investment. Are the pain and cost of transformation worth it?
unknowns delay stark choices
face complexity
Organizations face radical yet achievable choices in grasping
the intricacies and implications of real-time insight for brand
perception, market erosion, capability investment, and integrating a real-time first mindset. Of all the
strategies and tactics to consider as a mechanism to remain sustainably competitive, the convergence of
OT and IT stands out as the most promising for moving forward. A decisioning architecture shapes the
investment strategy for such a convergence program.
Chapter 2 (Evolve to a Dynamic Multi-Level Decisioning Architecture) outlines the elements of a dynamic
multi-level decisioning architecture in the context of a Business Environment as a Service (BEaaS)
framework. As an immediate reaction to addressing digital disruption, organizations often resort to
making improvements at the surface level because they
data to wisdom
appear to be easier to do and are more visible to
all stakeholders architect
stakeholders. Unintentionally, organizations end up
build best value path
increasing the volatility in their systems, adding to the
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complexity and possibility of failure. Here, we introduce the Intelligent Enterprise Decisioning
Architecture and step through the various frameworks and stacks while connecting all the dots that frame
end-to-end traceability in a closed-loop system. That sets the foundation for organizations to adopt a
continuous change mindset and operate in a state where change is the “new normal”; where Knowledge
acquisition is an evolving game from which Wisdom accrues.
Chapter 3 (Case Study in Dynamic Multi-Level Decision-Making) brings the decisioning architecture to
life through a case study demonstration. Of all things, the case study focuses on the role that a seemingly
mundane forklift plays in supply chain performance and management. We show that the ways of
operating become more expansive: from the unpredictable and
sensors to boardroom
widespread cascading effects of a forklift “in trouble” as in
reveal
rich depths, new insights
present-day operations to using the forklift as input to enable
compete, thrive, evolve
an entire analytics-driven decision culture. The scope of the
analytics goes beyond Data and Information; it now includes
Knowledge and Wisdom. We demonstrate that the decisioning architecture is not constrained to forklifts
and supply chain management; rather, the process, system, and data patterns are applicable across many
industries. We show that the resulting business case is an eye-opener on top-line and bottom-line impacts.
Chapter 4 (Important Factors for Success) presents some essential considerations for equipping an
organization with a decisioning architecture that enables making the right decision at the right time, with
the right level of authority and scope. These considerations are culture and governance, cyber security,
system safety and reliability, and transformational journeys.
embrace systems view
Our focus is on OT-IT convergence as that’s the underlying
executive sponsorship
strategy in our decisioning architecture. Executive sponsorship,
then success prevails
accountability, and support that enable governance of
platforms and ecosystems must remain top of mind as they fuel
sustainable competitiveness in a shifting landscape of increasing competitiveness.
The Afterword emphasizes the vital importance of instilling a continuous change mindset in
organizations at all levels. It lays out two key differences in how organizations are driven to operate and
emerge in their markets. The first is how organizations deal with competitors. The second is their unique
opportunity for exploiting new options and opportunities
evolution’s path
while defending what is already there. Organizations need to
insights enlighten journey
weave in guiding principles around learning/un-learning as
shaping future waves
part of their capability maturity model while refining data
upwards through the processing hierarchy, so that applied
Wisdom becomes a natural capability. And, considering the significant role that digital disruption plays,
technical debt cannot be ignored as the roll-out of IoT will embrace and exacerbate it.
Our reviewers described the Bibliography as a “treasure trove in itself for anyone interested in this
space.” The Terminology section provides context and how we define various terms in this book.
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READING GUIDE

This book can be read and used in many ways. Some readers may want to understand all the
mechanisms described, others may be interested in the high-level concepts, while others may
want to focus on the practical applications.
Here are some reading suggestions from the perspective of roles in an organization. (Table 1)
Option 1: C-suite (e.g., CEO, CTO, CIO, COO), Board of Directors
Option 2: Leadership Team (e.g., Vice Presidents, Directors)
Option 3: Management, Architects, Analysts, Implementers, Academics

BOOK SECTION
PREFACE
CHAPTER 1 – Adapt and Disrupt through a Dynamic Multi-Level Decisioning
Architecture
Inflection Point Fueled by Digital Disruption
Real-Time Insight as a Disruptive Force
Organizations Face Stark Choices
CHAPTER 2 – Evolve into a Dynamic Multi-Level Decisioning Architecture
Decisioning Architectures
Intelligent Enterprise Decisioning Architecture
Information and Control Flows to Support Real-Time Decision-Making
What is OT-IT Convergence
OT-IT Convergence Framework
Information and Control Flows to Support OT-IT Convergence
IoT Architecture Stack
Identifying Where to Invest to Achieve Capability Levels
Business Environment as a Service (BEaaS)
Adopting a Continuous Change Mindset
CHAPTER 3 – Case Study in Dynamic Multi-Level Decision-Making
Supply Chains and Forklifts
Present Circumstances
Evolution to a Dynamic Multi-Level Decisioning Architecture
BEaaS Implementation
MROaaS Example of a BEaaS
Business Case Perspectives
Going beyond Forklifts
CHAPTER 4 – Essential Factors for Success
Culture and Governance
Cyber Security
System Safety and Reliability
Transformational Journey
AFTERWORD

1

Table 1. Some Suggestions for Reading this Book
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As you go through the material in this book, we invite you to think about how it can apply to your
organization. You can take this in low-risk yet highly fruitful steps. For example, the C-suite and Leadership
Team can go through parts of this book together. Management teams can do likewise across competency
areas such as OT and IT. Capture your ideas on what would benefit the organization or where it may be
currently falling short or struggling. We’d be happy to review this with you and help you assess and craft
your path for moving forward and help you systematically get solutions in place.
Many have asserted that members of corporate boards should also be readers of this book, while others
caution that they have little appetite for reading. We are finding that corporate Boards of Directors are
starting to take marked interest in the frontlines of their corporations as they have a direct impact on
capital formation. That is a shift from the traditional focus on corporate executives. Europe is leading the
charge. For example, during the pandemic, the Board of Directors of large corporations, faced with supply
chain management issues, needed to address how to recruit hundreds of more drivers to their fleets as
existing ones were quitting or refusing to work.
Similarly, water and wastewater frontline employees are now declared essential workers as that
workforce was also challenged and stretched. Having fully operational drinking water and wastewater
services is critical to containing a pandemic and protecting citizens from other public health risks.
Academic studies worldwide are surfacing on how Boards of Directors could have made more effective
decisions had they been better and more expeditiously informed on what was going on with frontline
operations. So, the material in this book is valuable to the Board of Directors members as well.
Some may not know where or how to start. Many organizations are in that position. Rather than eating
an entire elephant in one big bite, just take smaller bites where they matter most.
Some may have already gone down the path and didn’t get the expected results. We run into that often
and have helped organizations turn around successfully. We have a deep understanding of the dynamics
and nuances of the end-to-end business and the various business functions in several industries, a critical
asset in this type of endeavor.
As you work through this material and make it come to life for your organization, we encourage that you
take an adaptive, systematic, and design-based approach. Measure and track performance and benefits
at each stage. Utilize predictive indicators to manage and reduce uncertainty. Everyone works together
as a system to aim for everybody to win.
The complexity and scope of the challenges – from the technical, process, and organizational culture
points of view – need to be accepted by the C-suite as the new norm that cannot be avoided. Instead, this
should be embraced by making it part of the mission and brand of each organization.
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CHAPTER 1
Adapt and Disrupt through a
Dynamic Multi-Level Decisioning Architecture
disruption peril
unknowns delay stark choices
face complexity

In this chapter, we draw attention to the inflection point triggered by digital disruption. We highlight realtime insight as a disruptive force and outline the stark choices that organizations are forced to make. Then
we make the case for a Dynamic Multi-Level Decisioning Architecture.

INFLECTION POINT TRIGGERED BY DIGITAL DISRUPTION
Organizations, businesses, industries, and sectors are on a wave of inflection points. Digital disruption,
the transformation caused by emerging digital technologies and business models, is a reality across
industries worldwide. Included in the mix is Industry 4.0 with its ongoing automation of practices, with
enablers such as the Internet of Things (IoT), real-time remote access to device instrumentation, largescale machine-to-machine communications (M2M), and the broad spectrum of Artificial Intelligence (AI)
platforms. We are experiencing the next stage of evolution of the digital age while in the beginnings of a
new era of breakthrough innovation.
In parallel, the world is entering converging waves of innovation where previously disparate capabilities
are being integrated to create value that would not have been possible without this interconnection. What
is emerging emphasizes SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals), 17 of which are defined by the United
Nations. SDGs represent a new value proposition because these goals were normally considered public
relations statements. They can now be set as attainable strategic goals with comprehensive business value
(for example, traceable green energy policies).
The key point about all this change is that highly distributed, adaptive systems are rising, which is a
disruptive game-changer for most industries. The pervasive innovation waves are here to stay, with bonedeep effects for all organizations. For example, it impacts product development, design engineering,
Making the Right Decisions, at the Right Time, with the Right Authority for Sustained Competitiveness and Relevance
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manufacturing, customer and partner engagement, and the entire supply chain. The upcoming waves of
digital transformation will be significantly more pervasive than the current transformations impacting
most front and back offices.
Because of these new waves of innovation, complex adaptive systems are rising within organizations and
their environment. This potential for emergent adaptivity comes from the increased use of AI platforms
that store and process trillions of data points to produce actionable insights in real-time. These data points
are obtained by collecting sensor information from a large array of distinct IoT devices that send constant
streams of sensor status data. This stream of data allows AI systems to discern patterns of use and a
myriad of other operational insights that have been traditionally siloed in warehouses, factory floors, or
freight vehicles. While it takes a non-trivial effort to sift through the data deluge, the potential exists to
harvest insights about a range of operational functions, most notably about the potential for unexpected
disruptions due to device failures.
The reality is that most industries are dynamic and do respond to change. The real question is, do they
respond fast enough and effectively enough in the right areas with the correct investment. That is now an
existential question considering the rapid increase in all aspects of technological disruption. The ability to
confidently respond to this increase in change is related to the timeliness and quality of the data with
which an organization must work.
The pressure to adapt to and evolve with a changing environment has significantly increased since the
year 2000. That presents a problem for complex organizations. For large organizations, complexity is an
inherent state. This complexity arises from the inter-relationship, inter-action, and inter-connectivity of system
elements and between each system and its environment. While these interactions were always there, they tended
to be slower and very narrowly connected, usually through hierarchal layers of manual management. These
increased interactions create the potential for unexpected problems to arise that would not have happened when
the systems were more isolated and manual in their operations. The impact of these increased interactions between
systems and elements makes it more difficult to determine how to isolate and then remediate problems or
bottlenecks that unexpectedly arise. These increased system interactions create greater complexity across all levels
of any organization.

The massive number of moving parts could create impediments to change, especially if the data required
to make changes is not timely nor of sufficient quality. Multiple levels of operational and business insight
are required for large complex organizations to make changes confidently. Harvesting these qualified,
timely, and relevant insights can be a game-changer for organizations. These insights enable an
organization to become a more dynamic and adaptable system, which is key to survival and success in a
highly disruptive competitive landscape.
Organizations are now challenged to re-think their operating principles from the ground up. They must
realize that while strategy is of paramount importance, it must be informed by a real-time understanding
of an organization’s operating models and their stresses. Experimentation needs to be part of the new
strategic spirit, where “failing” small and fast is part of the culture. The organization can then learn quickly,
and pivot as needed by scaling small successes: guiding globally but acting regionally or locally as required.
Growth also takes on new meanings as it is no longer just about greater size and larger reach but about
changing how and when you grow, where you grow, and how you reduce and pivot. Growth is about
acquiring agility, velocity, and the knowledge and wisdom to make the right decisions. Investing in this
model will enable an organization to become an intelligent enterprise.
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REAL-TIME INSIGHT AS A DISRUPTIVE FORCE
Real-time or near-real-time input, such as from individual sensors, becomes part of the managerial
understanding that will change approaches to operational tactics and overall strategy. This in turn
mandates changes to insight harvesting and approaches to decision-making at all levels of an organization.
This causes a fundamental shift at all organizational levels, including the need to re-design processes and
upgrade skills.
The real-time shift is driven by the emergence of pervasive, cheap sensors and advances in network
access. That is a perspective change, where obtaining and acting upon real-time insights enable key
decision-makers the ability to act with more timely precision. While the active commercial use of AI
platforms has been available since 2010, the decade since then saw an increase in AI capability due to the
increased availability of SaaS-based platforms. Such platforms make it easy to lease time and when
combined with a large and varied set of scrubbed normalized data, these platforms provide baseline
models for experimenting. The required knowledge and cost of starting an AI analysis have dropped
considerably. The large set of programming platforms now available for use enables an organization to
jump-start the process. Performing real-time analysis is now feasible, where measurable results can be
planned out sooner, such as quarterly. Since it is now possible, it represents an opportunity to disrupt or
be disrupted.
Real-time insight changes every aspect of decision-making from the boardroom to the ground floor and
the field. The improvements to the sensory capabilities of the organization enable the ability to change
the organization’s day-to-day operations, as decisions can be made with more confidence. In turn, the
increased ability to distribute accountable authority to all levels of the organization and across the
supply/partner chain means more aligned and relevant decision-making, when and where it is needed.
Just as important, this provides transparency to organizations that are prepared to take full advantage of
these new disruptive capabilities. These capabilities include leveraging the exponentially increasing
information and process interconnectedness of suppliers, partners, consumers, and even disruptive
competitors. This opportunity is not free or easy, especially for long-established companies with a large
aging infrastructure and operations portfolio that have created technical debt.

ORGANIZATIONS FACE STARK CHOICES
Organizations face a set of stark choices in grasping the intricacies and implications of real-time insight:





Brand Perception – Providing customers and partners an enhanced, interactive approach to
product development and service engagement or being perceived as indifferent to their concerns.
Worse, this leaves potential game-changing opportunities to fulfill latent needs unaddressed.
Market Erosion – Re-imagining their operational mindsets or allowing direct or adjacent
competitors to erode wallet and mind share.
Capability Investment – Re-imagining how the traditional, entrenched Operational Technology
(OT) and Information Technology (IT) silo-chasms can be overcome as they constrain any
meaningful path to competitiveness. Or watching costs and technical debt continue to escalate
as revenue erodes, which starves resources from vital innovation and incubation.
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Relevant and Aligned Change as a First Principle – Re-designing key processes to integrate a realtime first mindset (including real-time inventory management and ecosystem management). Or
letting traditional strategic and financial planning cycles, typically three to five years, rule and
drive the organization into irrelevance. As the pace of innovation changes, the organization must
find ways to change to remain relevant to customers, suppliers, and employees. Change is a
balancing act that must now be considered part of sustainable relevance.

These choices are stark because while a manufacturer might have a “uniquely protected patent”, it rarely
provides a defense internationally. If promises to customers and partners are not aligned with the realities
of sudden weather or political changes, then reputational and revenue risk will increase, even as
collaborative innovation is stifled. Irrelevance is like entropy; it tends to increase on its own. Entropy is
the default state of time’s arrow unless a deliberate strategy to adapt continuously is enacted to fight
irrelevance.
Most decisions cannot be reversed once they are made. And large organizations frequently second-guess
management decisions. Using a race car analogy, the faster the car goes, the more impact even small
decisions on steering, braking, and accelerating will have on how the car performs on the track. The
diver/car must continuously adapt to new forces introduced while mitigating the impacts of previous
decisions, all in real-time.
Of all the strategies and tactics to consider as a mechanism to remain sustainably competitive, the
convergence of OT and IT stands out as the most promising competitive strategy for moving forward. We
will explain this convergence in a later section. First, we need to understand what the basis of that
convergence is. That basis starts with reviewing what an Intelligent Enterprise Decisioning Architecture
requires as that shapes the investment strategy for any convergence project.
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CHAPTER 2
Evolve into a Dynamic Multi-Level Decisioning Architecture
data to wisdom
all stakeholders architect
build best value path
In this chapter, we outline elements of a dynamic multi-level decisioning architecture. We do this in the
context of a Business Environment as a Service (BEaaS) framework. (Figure 1)

Figure 1. Business Environment as a Service Framework (BEaaS) – Bird’s Eye View

The Intelligent Enterprise Decisioning Architecture defines what needs to be achieved: organizations and
ecosystems moving beyond Data and Information and expanding to Knowledge and Wisdom so that realtime decision-making can happen. As we look at the information and control flows required to support
real-time decision-making, we see that the convergence of OT and IT stands out as the most promising
competitive strategy for moving forward. From there we dive deeper into the IoT architecture stack.
Through our end-to-end traceability framework, organizations would be able to identify where they need
to invest in sustaining their competitiveness and remaining relevant. That means that organizations need
Making the Right Decisions, at the Right Time, with the Right Authority for Sustained Competitiveness and Relevance
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to adopt a continuous change mindset and operate in a state where change is the “new normal” where
Knowledge acquisition is an evolving game from which Wisdom accrues.

DECISIONING ARCHITECTURES
Decisions are about making choices from a larger set of possible options, where each choice has different
outcomes and investment characteristics. The results will have varying time-scale resolutions and the
likelihood of success. Numerous studies and disciplines emerged around the psychology and methodology
of making choices. The internet has provided over two decades of e-commerce experience guiding
consumer choice for online shopping. We leverage those lessons learned by using an approach to
comparing features, which is the key guiding factor in the e-commerce user experience.
In this book, we align what businesses need to do to make better decisions at the right time, with the right
scope, and the right level of authority. That mandates how we will design for decision-making. That
process starts with how people assess value. Value is in the eyes of the beholder, and that person has a
value lens based upon their role, the implied scope of their decision-making, and the risk/reward
calculation they make at the decision time. For example, a forklift operator would ask, “Could I lose my
job, my life, or have a bodily injury?” Meanwhile, a CEO would ask, “Could I cause a massive operational
failure at a critical time that devastates my company and my reputation?” Both roles have very legitimate
concerns. The difference centers on impact, physical abstraction, and timeframe.
For decision-making to be effective and sustainable, processes must be designed to facilitate the ability
to make choices. Choices are best made through comparison, but as we can see from the two roles above,
many aspects must be accounted for while respecting the learned decision-making of the roles. Decisions
are based upon making choices and those choices are compared to extract more meaningful value.
We see websites that display features of comparable products. That model is worthy of respect given that
the features are known, whether it be a range of values or that a feature does or does not exist.
Many key high-value, high-impact decisions must be made based on incomplete or out-of-date
information. Therefore, outcomes or events are expressed as probabilities with potentially wide ranges
for stakeholders to consume to make these decisions.
The ability to enable a person in a role to successfully make comparisons based upon a range of data,
information, knowledge, and wisdom is critical. The biggest obstacle is qualifying objectivity since part of
the decision-making process is based on the implicit or explicit application of values.
In this book, we describe a decisioning architecture that enables the incorporation of real-time
operational data into various levels of analysis and decision-making.
An architecture must describe:




Well-defined and distinct entities,
Access points for those entities, and
Behavioral interactions among those entities.
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The main aspects of a decisioning architecture are information quality, the scope of decision applicability,
and control flow, including accountability. As a result, our decisioning architecture describes:





Distinct layers of data acquisition by function and spatial diversity, with clear boundaries.
Clear access points for data refinement and a process architecture that enhances basic data in
increments until it can be used by those (people and systems) to make decisions at any given
level.
The specific interaction of processes to create closed-loops of decision making and data
refinement so that an organization can become a learning platform for a continuum of better
decision-making.

Three fundamental aspects of the business value of a decisioning architecture, or any system architecture,
are:




Business alignment – by providing rigor, such as ensuring the defined functional and operational
requirements driven by the business objectives are met.
Better understanding – through better communication among disparate groups as they assess
the design.
Better informed options and tradeoffs – providing decision-makers a dynamic canvas so those
big decisions are made when enough information is available.

INTELLIGENT ENTERPRISE DECISIONING ARCHITECTURE
In Chapter 1, we stressed that every organization is experiencing the effects of significant and accelerating
disruption due to a large array of market, societal, environmental, regulatory, and technological forces.
The effect of these forces compounds when they cannot be addressed by legacy strategies and tactics
that are characterized by extended decision cycles that can span years and are disjointed from being
enacted in operation. While all organizations are experiencing these stressors, those organizations that
are involved in global operations or logistics and supply chain business models are feeling this more
acutely. In recent years such organizations have been faced with changes in tariffs and geopolitics, the
pandemic, and the effects of global warming that are wreaking havoc on long-term planning.
Decisions have a profound psychological component in that individuals are susceptible to a suite of biases
derived from culture, experience, and innate mind trappings. There are impedances to innovative
decision-making within organizations due to the corporate culture of status quo maintenance, typically
by General and Administrative functions like legal, human resources, and vendor management. These
functions operate heavily in what Geoffrey Moore calls the Productivity Zone, one of four zones that we
will elaborate on later in this book. (See Figure 13 if you want a sneak peek.)
Numerous researchers – including Nobel laureates such as Daniel Kahneman for his work on decisionmaking under uncertainty and Herbert Simon for his interdisciplinary work on decision-making in
organizations – identified persistent, recognizable patterns of decision-making that work unconsciously
throughout organizations. Only conscious efforts to explicitly re-direct a human’s way of working can
counter the biases and impediments, as Richard Cyert and James March brought to light with their
foundational work on re-imagining organizational behavior foundations. They innovated a decisionmaking sub-process in which individuals expand their search for information as they fail to navigate solving
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problems. March and Simon, along with Alan Newell, were awarded the Nobel prize for their contributions
to problem-solving, the beginnings of AI, and machine learning. By equipping decision-makers with the
autonomy they need and governance, an agency structure can be put in place where people operate
effectively and hold accountability.
Organizations must be able to react or plan in real-time in highly volatile sets of environments and the
forces they are subjected. Real-time responsiveness means making the right decisions at the right time
with the right level of authority and scope. Decisions can be tactical or strategic. Decision perspectives
range from the concrete to the abstract. An example of an abstract decision perspective would be to
increase profit margins by 5%. A concrete manifestation of this would be to decrease the time it takes to
move 5 tons of material in all warehouses by 10%.
To achieve this, organizations must evolve their capabilities to adeptly operate through layers of data
refinement to the Wisdom level. (Figure 2) Today, most organizations operate from Discrete Activities and
make some decisions based on the Data or Information levels. That is insufficient for IoT and the world of
complex adaptive systems. Since most organizations today have huge gaps between the Information and
Knowledge levels, we must build bridges to fill in these gaps.

Figure 2. Intelligent Enterprise Decisioning Architecture
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A general example of the qualitative differences in these levels is demonstrated by examining the
experience of watching a movie on television:










Discrete Activities – A screen is clouded by static. The electrons are hitting the screen rapidly
(milliseconds) in massive quantities (terabytes per day), but the images and sounds are mostly
noise. It takes special calibration to make out instances of any images or voices, and whatever you
discern is highly localized and not applicable anywhere else.
Data – You can make out individual elements (images, video snippets, voices), but there are no
relationships between anything you discern. There is no understanding of the sequence or the
layers of detail.
Information – Patterns begin to emerge between movement, images, and sounds at varying levels
of detail, with limited, local interrelationships to each other but devoid of a larger context. You
can derive limited meaning from it, but it is highly localized. Different roles will interpret isolated
patterns differently. It’s like watching a foreign film about an obscure historical reference in a
language you don’t understand, with no subtitles, and in a context that you can’t imagine.
Knowledge – You are watching a fluid narrative (for example, a movie, with dialog, action,
scenery, a soundtrack, and subtitles if needed). You can derive meaning from this, perhaps some
empathy; it might open your senses to new ways of thinking. Depending on the language, genre,
and time created, different roles will react differently.
Wisdom – You have enough context to know this experience and understand its significance
because the movie has direct meaning to you and your circumstances. You feel compelled and
enabled to act because this experience empowers an authority within you to act. Furthermore,
it is a shared experience for your colleagues. You can act collectively and contribute to the next
movie’s content, driving a virtuous loop. It is the professional version of fan fiction. This virtuous
cycle of continued maturity improvement is vital in creating a sustainable strategic advantage in
an age of continuous disruption.

INFORMATION AND CONTROL FLOWS TO SUPPORT REAL-TIME DECISION-MAKING
To achieve the capabilities for operating from Discrete Activities through to Wisdom, we first need to look
at the information and control flows that are required to support real-time decision-making.
Figure 3 depicts a high-level view of the reality that most companies face when confronted with the forces
that affect their traditional OT and IT worlds. Both worlds have evolved independently with few bridges
between them. The new reality is that both worlds need to be integrated at crucial operating points for a
firm to make the right decisions at the right time with the right level of authority and scope.
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Figure 3. OT and IT Information and Control Flows to Support Real-Time Decision-Making (High Level)

Digital Twins is one of the key technologies used in our real-time decisioning architecture. A Digital Twin
is a virtual representation that serves as the real-time digital counterpart of a physical object or process.
They are built by gathering information and data about anything you want to make a copy of and then
recreating it in digital space. The Digital Twin then uses AI to simulate the effects that change in a design,
process, or conditions would have, all without subjecting the real-world object to those same changes.
For example, suppose a management team is wondering if changing the maintenance schedule of their
fleet of forklifts and other vehicles would positively or negatively affect the delivery of goods and materials
at their site and in their collective supply chain. If a Digital Twin of these operations is in place, then simply
change the schedule there and find out, without unnecessarily disrupting and putting the ongoing
operations at risk.
The key components of the information and control flows to support real-time decision-making are:


Forces – They are a combination of external events and trends that influence any organization
providing and consuming goods and services. Examples of Forces include market, technological,
economic,
ideological,
moral/ethical,
legal/regulatory,
political/governmental,
psychological/sociological, weather/environmental, and disasters (natural, non-natural). These
Forces cannot be controlled. The only remediation available comes in strategies and tactics that
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can either minimize or take advantage of their impact. Forces cannot always be anticipated (for
example, significant weather or geopolitical events). Most large organizations feel particularly
exposed to these forces because responding to them in an effective and timely way is inhibited.
They carry significant amounts of legacy technical debt from aging systems that have not been refactored into smaller deployable services. The result of this reality is that these organizations do
not have the flexibility to change these systems to meet emerging business needs. They are not
agile enough to address the waves of unanticipated and constant change they are facing. There
are behavioral challenges as well. These more traditional organizations have large, dispersed
interests with varying management cultures and significant interdependencies. Many new startup
competitors that have intruded into the existing competitive spaces were born cloud-native
(greenfield utility-based technology footprints, new value propositions) and thus exhibit more
business and process agility. Their systems are architected with small services-based units that
can easily be modified through automated Continuous Integration and Deployment processes.
Business Strategy and Objectives – Forces directly and significantly impact executive
management’s ability to craft business strategies based upon clear objectives and goals. These
strategies take broad and global perspectives, spanning across business lines, with a timeframe
of three to five years. Some Forces affect the business state indirectly. Therefore, this component
must be attuned to changes in operational behavior and revenue projections. These strategies
have cascading effects on all aspects of the operating model; they need more timely information
about unexpected outcomes of operations. It is important to note that at this level, despite all
efforts, the executive team will be working with incomplete, and often contradicting, information
that has an ever-shortening timeliness value.
o Executive wisdom should be applied here. This wisdom arises from the knowledge
attained from a combination of personal life experiences and education; the refined
information presented to the executive team from the business scenario analysis function
and then augmented through the lens of a core value set that the executives and the
company adhere to.
o Traditionally this wisdom would be applied in comfortable timeframes (for example,
yearly or longer). That is no longer sufficient as forces and events arrive more frequently
and with greater impact. This arrival rate and its consequences require a different
decision-making mindset; the key question is how to achieve that change.
o The increase in real-time sensor data volume analysis will need to play an important role
in the success of the business strategy and the refinement of objectives. It allows the
organization to aggregate and analyze changing conditions faster, with more precision as
it is applied to timing and action scope. This opportunity will provide a more relevant and
comprehensive knowledge set to executives that will allow them to expand their use of
Wisdom to define more relevant business strategies and objectives.
IT Business Decision Support and Business Comprehensive Analysis – These two components are
linked in Figure 3 because they represent a combination of in-depth computational analysis and
humans applying their business knowledge to derive context on the data and information they
are exposed to.
o IT Business Decision Support – The use of IT tools, including various reporting and analysis
engines, to create digestible views of vast amounts of data for humans to consume (for
example, ERP, OLAP reporting, and modern visualization tools).
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Business Comprehensive Analysis – Here business experts analyze the information
provided by IT Business Decision Support tools to create Knowledge and Business Insights.
They do this with the correct level of context for the executive team to consume to make
the appropriate decisions at the right time with the proper authority and scope.
IT Operational Support – The hybrid of automated and manual processes, tasks, and transactions
directed by the Business Strategies and Objectives and informed by the OT Digital Twin Intelligent
Agent and the outputs of their Orchestration. This is the core of the business, where suppliers,
partners, and customers are engaged to acquire and complete services and products and their
associated financial transactions. The operation of OT Orchestration and OT Real Devices
profoundly affects the workings of IT Operational Support.
OT Digital Twin Intelligent Agent and Orchestration – These components are complex in their
operation yet highly integrated.
o OT Digital Twin Intelligent Agent – This is a virtual representation of an instantiation of
a particular operating device (forklift in the case study in Part 3). This OT Digital Twin
Intelligent Agent will have data and analytics for each sensor on the Real Device, such as
a forklift (there could be hundreds, such as in more complex devices like smart
locomotives). The OT Digital Twin Intelligent Agent gets its current state from the IT
Operational Machine Learning and OT Data Management components that interpret realtime input from Real Device. The OT Digital Twin Intelligent Agent will provide real-time
status of the Real Device’s health in terms of wear and tear and projections for when
components of that Real Device will fail. The OT Digital Twin Intelligent Agent can feed
that information to its integrated orchestration engine.
o Intelligent Agent Orchestration – As the OT Digital Twin Intelligent Agent obtains new
information about the state of the Real Device, the orchestrator can compare that with
the queued workload it has been given by the IT Operational Support Tasks. In turn,
preventative actions to minimize the risk of Real Device operational failure can be taken
by telling the Real Device’s operator to take remedial action (for example, for a forklift
operator, slow down the speed, carry less weight per trip). These efforts should reduce
the total failure rate and extend the time before the Real Device must be taken out of
service.
OT Real Devices and Operational Protocols – This is the interface between the real-time
streaming of Real Devices sensor data and OT Data Management. There might be multiple
protocols to interpret the feeds from varying sensor types, such as on a loading dock, factory floor,
or in the field.
IT Operational Machine Learning and OT Data Management – These two components work in
tandem and are tightly integrated.
o OT Data Management – This component ingests the myriad of sensor feeds assuming
that any sensor could have been compromised. OT Data Management is the first line of
defense, placing all feed data into a set of quarantine zones that can be analyzed for
threats. OT Data Management’s second task is normalizing the data. Most of the sensor
data reports the same condition at very high rates, usually every thirty seconds or less.
This component must look for anomalies. Even though anomalies may be rare, when they
occur, they could arrive at increasingly shorter intervals, especially in the case of an
impending failure. The other responsibility of OT Data Management is to prepare the data
o
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o

so that ranges can be normalized (for example, mixed-use of feet and inches such as when
calibrating height versus length for moving parts).
IT Operational Machine Learning – This is typically cloud-based computing of large
datasets where data is localized in the loading dock, factory floor, or in a colocation data
center due to its sheer size (petabytes). The Machine Learning platform contains
anonymized data sets of a particular Real Device model (for example, forklift models) so
that large-scale patterns of wear and usage are leveraged. This type of IT Operational
Machine Learning can be the basis for monetizing Data as a Service (DaaS) or Knowledge
as a Service (KaaS) models where an organization’s expertise augments the information
patterns with business knowledge.

The flow in a nutshell:










The Forces will continuously impose new reasons to act, which provides varying levels and types
of input to those who create Business Strategy & Objectives (for example, C-suite, executives,
strategists). The real issue is how these forces are manifesting at various levels of the organization,
such as from the factory floor to the loading dock to the interactions with partners and suppliers
– for example, unexpected order spikes, disruptive weather, trade wars, futures markets.
Therefore, Data in varying levels of semantic richness is required at all levels of decision making
in the organization. As per the decisioning architecture in Figure 2, the enrichment process of
discrete activities to Data to Information to Knowledge to Wisdom is critical to refining Business
Strategy & Objectives.
Business Comprehensive Analysis and Business Decision Support must feed insights, Knowledge,
and Wisdom to the Business Objectives process. Only then can the Business Objectives have
relevance as they pass down to IT Operational Support. IT Operational Support feeds Information
to the OT Digital Twin and Business Comprehensive Analysis, the latter creating one of many
feedback loops.
The OT Digital Twin uses intelligent agents and orchestration to create its feedback loop while
sending commands to OT Real Devices. It creates a second feedback loop to IT Operational
Support to help ensure proper scoping of commands.
OT Real Devices send their status to OT Data Management. This status is integrated with IT
Operational Machine Learning. This is a valuable step that enables the creation of operational
insights. These insights are sent to Business Comprehensive Analysis and Business Decision
Support, creating a critical feedback loop.

We can start exposing the bottlenecks for achieving maturity to Wisdom when we map the five-rung
decisioning architecture (as in Figure 2) to the information and control flows (as in Figure 3). (Figure 4)
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Figure 4. Mapping between “Intelligent Enterprise Decisioning Architecture” and
“OT and IT Information and Control Flows to Support Real-Time Decision-Making (High Level)”
Figure 4 shows the mapping between the five-rung decisioning architecture (Figure 2) and the
architectural information and control flows that must be in place (Figure 3).1 Both frameworks are fully
aligned. They require convergence between OT and IT as table-stakes.

WHAT IS OT-IT CONVERGENCE
Before diving into OT-IT convergence, let’s first understand the two worlds of OT and IT, where we’ll
quickly observe that these two worlds are disparate entities today and historically. Ergo, the challenge
organizations face in their pursuit of real-time responsiveness (right decisions, right time, right authority,
right scope).
Both OT and IT involve computing, networking, and storage technologies. However, these technologies
are used for different purposes. OT is a category of computing and communication systems to manage,
monitor, and control operations, focusing on the physical devices and operating processes they use.
Meanwhile, IT focuses on business support and enablement by using technology to collect, manipulate,
analyze, and generate insights from data. Both OT and IT have been around since at least the 1970s. They
have existed separately and independently, where OT and IT teams each managed different technology
on different networks for completely different purposes. Some organizations blur OT and IT as OT evolves

1

A “1” at Wisdom on the left-side diagram maps to all the “1”s on the right-side diagram. “2”s, “3”s, “4”s, and “5”s
follow the same scheme.
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with technological advances in software and AI. Figure 5 shows some points of comparison between OT
and IT; this list is not exhaustive.

Figure 5. Two Worlds of OT and IT – Some Points of Comparison

Both OT and IT should be aligned to the business and motivated to achieve business outcomes. OT has a
deeper front-line focus as it is more deeply engaged in the direct functioning of the operation. Meanwhile,
IT is generally more focused on the productivity of the organization.
In its most basic form, OT-IT convergence connects OT systems and IT systems, allowing them to transmit
data to each other. The goal of OT-IT convergence is to use this connectivity to enhance the value these
systems deliver. For example, the ability to collect, manipulate and analyze data from OT systems enables
organizations to better use their IT systems to streamline business processes and generate insights that
are used to foster innovation or introduce new services. Meanwhile, with OT systems that can be updated
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or optimized with data from IT systems, organizations can improve how these OT systems manage various
physical operations.
OT-IT CONVERGENCE FRAMEWORK
By using an OT-IT convergence framework, we can see what the various components are and how they
interrelate. OT-IT convergence is more than the connection of OT and IT systems through a topic-based
message bus. It also calls for bringing together processes and people who have never had a reason to
interact closely before. And it calls for a clear strategic data platform architecture.
First and foremost, OT-IT convergence is driven by top-level business objectives, which are continuously
managed and governed under an overarching executive-level authority. Common processes are the
foundation, while standard technologies and people competencies are the fuel. The payload is the
knowledge that travels through the processes in the two worlds of OT and IT. This knowledge can be
refined to uncover latent needs and business value. The software connects, transports, and shares the
data throughout the converged system. (Figure 6)

Figure 6. OT-IT Convergence Framework
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Figure 7 shows the mapping between the five rungs of the decisioning architecture (Figure 2) and the OTIT Convergence Framework (Figure 5). 2 Both frameworks are fully aligned. The convergence between OT
and IT is foundational (to emphasize, table-stakes, not optional) for achieving the top-level, that is,
Wisdom) so that proper real-time decision-making can effectively become a natural mode of operating.

Figure 7. Mapping between “Intelligent Enterprise Decisioning Architecture” and
“OT-IT Convergence Framework”

INFORMATION AND CONTROL FLOWS TO SUPPORT OT-IT CONVERGENCE
Let’s now dive into a deeper level for understanding the information and control flows that are required
to support OT-IT convergence and, consequently, real-time decision-making (right decisions, right time,
right authority, right scope). Figure 8 represents a more detailed view of Figure 3.

2

A “1” at Wisdom on the left-side diagram maps to all the “1”s on the right-side diagram. “2”s, “3”s, “4”s, and “5”s
follow the same scheme.
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Figure 8. OT and IT Information and Control Flows to Support Real-Time Decision-Making (Detail)

Since this is a more detailed view of Figure 3, we will focus on those elements that have expanded detail.
Forces and their impacts were explained in Figure 3. This diagram shows examples of the spectrum of
forces that can impact any organization. They cross many concerns and require a diverse team to
understand how the potential impact can positively or negatively affect an organization.
IT Business Decision Support involves the use of IT tools, including various reporting and analysis engines,
to create digestible views of vast amounts of data for humans to consume (for example, ERP, OLAP
reporting, along with modern visualization tools). The processes to produce business and operational
insights are the black-colored boxes in Figure 8. The descriptions and the order of the stack represent the
frequency of action, with data gathering at the bottom being the most frequent.


Business SWOT Scenario Analysis involves advanced modeling using expert knowledge and large
sets of models, along with recent data uploads to assess where business opportunities and threats
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are appearing. This activity becomes more critical as the influx of real-time data takes a more
prominent role in decision-making. This new analysis must be understandable to the C-suite
executives so that they can apply a broad Wisdom-based lens to what actions are most feasible.


Business Service and Product Analysis (two layers) involve experts running these services by using
the current profiles stored in OLAP systems and other repositories along with newly arrived data
to look for trends (for example, product usage and aging, service flaws).



Business Operational Analysis involves analysis that will use the data gathered to make informed
about operational changes faster than any time prior because of the ability to harvest insights
from real-time remote sensors in a way never done before. The potential to pivot actions that
reduce risk is a significant advantage.



Business Data Gathering includes using large ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) processes, effective
data scrubbing, and consumer-driven data normalization to serve a large base of users.

Business Strategy and Objectives is not a passive activity. This is where C-suite executives use the entire
stack of Data through Knowledge, as described in Figure 2, to employ Wisdom-based decisions that
aggregate the various Knowledge elements from operations, business analysis, machine learning, etc. The
executives combine that with their experience in managing force impacts to make value-based decisions
that balance conflicting needs with an eye toward the company’s values and brand promises. Some
conflicts that can benefit from more timely knowledge include:




Run the organization while changing it and managing the impending stress factors,
Competing with traditional partners and partnering with traditional competitors, and
Cost conscience investing in automation while maintaining a positive workforce culture.

IT Operational Support gets directions from Business Objectives and Business Strategy and gets insights
and knowledge from IT Business Decision Support and Business Comprehensive Analysis. It also gets
operational information from the Operational Digital Twin, which forms a feedback loop as IT Operational
Support provides operational information to the Operational Digital Twin. IT Operational Support also
provides operational information to IT Business Decision Support and Business Comprehensive Analysis.
The components of IT Operational Support are:






Business Processes transcend various departments and divisions to provide the information and
decision flow required to operate the enterprise according to the strategy and objectives (for
example, Inventory Management). These are large-scale flows that are identifiable to the C-suite
and division heads.
Business Workflow & Transaction Orchestration are more granular flows than the abovementioned business processes. Business workflows are typically composed of multiple
transactions that will alter the state of some data records. This set of transactions could have
financial (for example, update a cash balance) or non-financial (for example, update inventory
record) outcomes. Automation supports these transactions and could involve multiple parties and
systems, requiring management and orchestration to ensure consistency and accuracy.
Business Tasks tend to be a hybrid of human and automation tasks. They are typically managed
by one system, which might be part of a larger multi-system transaction, likely resulting in a
specific change of state on one system.
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OT Operational Digital Twin Intelligent Agent is an event-driven topic-based message bus that listens for
events, publishes new events, and triggers actions that are enacted by Operational Delivery Orchestration.
Key aspects of a topic-based message bus are:






Topics are defined to capture the semantics of event types. Events can be subscribed to by the
various consumers that would listen to those event topics to take action or to log them. Logging
is significant as that helps in auditing and real-time analytics for security and operational activities.
The event-driven approach enables massive horizontal scaling as actions can be taken
asynchronously and thus simultaneously by independent actors (that is, consumers and
providers), depending upon their domain of responsibility.
Abstraction of consumers and providers allows for easier distribution of events and enables
greater resiliency to any failures. There is no point-to-point communication between actors. If
some actor fails, it can be replaced without causing dependency failures. Multiple consumers can
subscribe to the same topic event without adding any extra logic. Likewise, multiple providers can
publish to the same topic.

OT Operational Delivery Orchestration receives operational information from the Operational Digital
Twin. OT Operational Deliverable Orchestration then provides operational controls via the Operational
Interaction Protocols to the Real Devices.
OT Operational Protocols are the myriad communication channels used to interact with the Real Devices
attached to the machines performing the work and providing the real-time data stream of status events
back for analysis.
IT Operational Machine Learning is the coordinated and architected integration point between OT and IT
silos. While labeled as IT, this service runs the processes for OT and IT analytics. This set of services
provides the advanced analytics needed to understand how the operational aspects across the value chain
(for example, factory floor, loading dock) impact decisions and are affected by decisions made at all levels
of the organization. This is a critical part of the sustainable moat that is needed to make decisions at the
right time, with the right scope, and the right level of authority.
Operational Machine Learning is critical to Digital Twin operations as insights are gleaned from a large
data set (terra bytes as a minimum). The algorithms used might be housed in multiple cloud platforms.
This could also be true of the data. This data can be so valuable that an organization might decide to
monetize it as a significant source of revenue that can pay for the setup and maintenance investment.
The reason to invest in Machine Learning algorithms is that over time and with enough data, they can
identify the increased frequency of anomalies (that is, initially weak signals). The algorithms match the
anomalies to known patterns of behaviors that enable high confidence actionable insights and predictions
that will require appropriate decision-making.




Operational Data Gathering collects all sensor data at the right intervals, using the large
ecosystem of protocols. As the sensors are typically cheap and prone to hacking, their data is
gathered in a myriad of quarantine zones to isolate potentially harmful data. It also contains data
gathered with a large array of intervals and value ranges that need to be normalized. This requires
a data scrubbing process.
Data Scrubbing scrubs data from the large array of quarantine zones for possible hacking
infections first. While security precautions must be taken in all processes and flows, the machine
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learning process must be able to use a safe version of the sensor data that comes from the
devices. Sensors are designed to be cheap and thus much more susceptible to hacking by external
entities outside the firewalls. So, the initial data scrubbing from data in the quarantine zones is
essential as we must assume it is tainted (that is, Zero Trust Model). Then the data is normalized
to extract “features” that use similar time intervals and data ranges that allow for meaningful
comparisons (for example, leveling data measuring in millimeters with data measuring in yards).
Only once this is done, the data can be consumed by the operational profiling process and the
Secure Digital Twins.
Operational Data Profiles represent the models used by the Digital Twin and other components
to base their decision-making. This includes varying levels of analysis across the information
lifecycle spectrum.

Figure 9 shows the mapping between OT-IT Convergence Framework (Figure 5) and the information and
control flows required to support OT-IT convergence (Figure 8). 3 Both frameworks are fully aligned, and
by corollary, they align with the five-rung decisioning architecture (Figure 2).

Figure 9. Mapping between “OT-IT Convergence Framework” and
“OT and IT Information and Control Flows to Support Real-Time Decision-Making (Detail)”

3

A “1” on the left-side diagram maps to all the “1”s on the right-side diagram. “2”s, “3”s, “4”s, and “5”s follow the
same scheme. The mapping numbers are consistent with those in Figure 2.
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IoT ARCHITECTURE STACK
To make the information and control flows work, you need to understand at what level of the stack you
are building the software and hardware. Figure 10 depicts the IoT Architecture Stack with Secure Digital
Twins. This helps navigate the complex adaptive system at an architectural level to realize the goal of
real-time decision-making (right decisions, right time, right authority, right scope).

Figure 10. IoT Architecture Stack with Secure Digital Twins

This is Operations Management Control, where the process flow is:




Monitor data from devices,
Measure performance from information derived from data,
Make corrective actions based on knowledge plus information gleaned

Starting in the bottom left of Figure 10, we see Data Streams from Real Devices flowing upwards. The
Data Streams are enriched to form Information and create Knowledge to create the Wisdom that informs
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Business Process decisions. The Business Process decisions generate actions transmitted back to Real
Devices through Messages. The Data Streams and Messages are transported via a Topic-based Message
Bus that connects the OT Network Edge with the IT Network Interior. Secure Digital Twin Intelligent Agents
are the real-time mediators and authoritative repositories. The Purdue Enterprise Reference Architecture
(PERA) stack maps to this Operational and Information Technology viewpoint.
The PERA Model “95” (ISA-95) provides specifications for enterprise control which end users, integrators,
and vendors can share in integrating applications at key layers in the enterprise:
Levels 0,1,2: Device Batch, Continuous, and Discrete Control:


Level 0 — The physical process — Defines the actual physical processes.



Level 1 — Intelligent devices — Sensing and manipulating the physical processes. Process sensors,
analyzers, actuators, and related instrumentation.



Level 2 — Control systems — Supervising, monitoring, and controlling the physical processes.
Real-time controls and software; Data Control System, Human-Machine Interface (HMI);
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) software.

Level 3: Operations & Control: Interaction Protocols, Data Profiles, Data and Message Delivery
Orchestrations, Secure Digital Twins Intelligent Agent, Tasks performed of specific Secure Digital Twins
Intelligent Agents, the Business Processes and Workflows that invoke those Tasks:


Manufacturing operations systems — Managing production workflow to produce the desired
products. Batch management; Manufacturing Execution/Operations Management Systems
(MES/MOMS); laboratory, maintenance, plant performance management systems; data
historians and related middleware. Time frame: shifts, hours, minutes, seconds.

Level 4: Business Planning & Logistics: Business Process Operating and Management Support:


Business logistics systems — Managing the business-related activities of the manufacturing
operation. ERP is the primary system; it establishes the basic plant production schedule,
material use, shipping, and inventory levels. Time frame: months, weeks, days, shifts.

The PERA stack parallels a “Data In-Message Out” IT perspective that pivots on IoT Secure Digital Twins
mediating the Data and the Messages up and down the PERA Levels.
Figure 11 shows the mapping between the information and control flows required to support OT-IT
convergence (Figure 8) and IoT Architecture Stack with Secure Digital Twins (Figure 10). 4 Both frameworks
are fully aligned, and as a result, they also align with the five-rung decisioning architecture (Figure 2).

4

A “1” on the left-side diagram maps to all the “1”s on the right-side diagram. “2”s, “3”s, “4”s, and “5”s follow the
same scheme. The mapping numbers are consistent with those in Figure 2.
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Figure 11. Mapping between “IoT Architecture Stack with Secure Digital Twins” and
“OT and IT Information and Control Flows to Support Real-Time Decision-Making (Detail)”

IDENTIFYING WHERE TO INVEST TO ACHIEVE CAPABILITY LEVELS
Up to this point, we presented the OT-IT convergence framework (Figure 6), the flows within it (Figures 2
and 7), and the data elements that the flows require to operate (Figure 10). The goal for the organization
is to progress through the capability levels, beyond Data and Information, to Knowledge and, ultimately,
Wisdom (Figure 2). Wisdom-level maturity allows for making the right decisions at the right time with the
right authority and scope.
Figure 12 details the mapping between the Intelligent Enterprise Decisioning Architecture (Figure 2) and
the IoT Architecture Stack (Figure 10). This mapping shows where on the decisioning architecture you can
find the necessary data-related sources in the operating stack to make the OT-IT convergence flows
operationally possible. The decisioning architecture now has a context to where in the operating stack its
maturity levels relate to and what elements are required to achieve each maturity level. By understanding
this relationship, this mapping properly guides organizations on investments (such as software, hardware,
skills, processes) required to reach the various maturity levels and, finally, the Wisdom level.
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Figure 12. Mapping between “Intelligent Enterprise Decisioning Architecture” and
“IoT Architecture Stack with Secure Digital Twins”

BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT AS A SERVICE (BEaaS)
We have come full circle in understanding what OT-IT convergence means in terms of the Intelligent
Enterprise Decisioning Architecture so that organizations can better guide their investment strategies in
a world of continuous disruption. This is crucial for managing complex adaptive systems in volatile
environments.
A BEaaS platform increases the value proposition that this transformation could yield. (Recall Figure 1.)
Businesses do not operate in a vacuum; they operate in an environment. As such, BEaaS is a platform that
creates and supports situations where providers and consumers can meet in one common place and add
their respective values. As organizations apply their knowledge and wisdom beyond their walls and extend
it to their ecosystem of partners and consumers as a service, they have created new business models. Part
of that model can be Data as a Service (DaaS), where insights, for example, about some aspect of fleet
management can be sold to the ecosystem. The data can be anonymized and provided through a cloudbased platform. This enables an agile organization to get added value from its transformation investment.
The unique value of our BEaaS platform is that once a set of Forces are discovered (uncontrolled chaos),
the rest is a closed-loop system, and more specifically, a control system with a feedback loop that is active.
Within this closed-loop, organizations can assign their varying levels of authority to effectively execute
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what needs to be done to sustain their competitiveness. Even though everything (that is, the Forces)
cannot be controlled, organizations can control what they define as their scope within their boundaries.
Within the BEaaS platform, providers and consumers participate in building and evolving an ecosystem
over time where they benefit by both providing and consuming services. They have a voice and a seat at
the table. Together they create sustainable and evolving value because they can leverage well-tested
services, saving them time and effort to construct them. Novel combinations can be invested in instead
of every participant building base-level functionality before achieving any business value. Rather than
having disruptions thrust upon them, they become the disruptors in the services they bring to the BEaaS
platform. To boot, when organizations participate in platform ecosystems, they are less prone to being
crippled by technical debt that accumulates in traditional environments locked within the organization’s
walls.

ADOPTING A CONTINUOUS CHANGE MINDSET
Since disruptive forces cannot be stopped, organizations need to adjust. They adjust by adopting a
mindset that change will be continuous. Change must become the norm in organizations.
We can visualize this adjustment by using the Zone to Win model by Geoffrey Moore. (Figure 13)

Figure 13. Four Zones for Organizing to Compete in an Age of Disruption
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Most established companies operate in both the Performance and Productivity Zones. The Performance
Zone focuses on financial outcomes that are mission-critical and rely on sustaining innovations. The
Productivity Zone manages functions that do not have direct accountability for revenue numbers. Instead,
they focus on efficiency, effectiveness, and regulatory compliance (such as Customer Service, Marketing,
Supply Chain, and Human Resources).
The Incubation Zone works well for getting started in creating new solutions; skunkworks,
experimentation, trying something out. The Transformation Zone is the heart of the change agency, where
the newly devised solutions are matured for mainstream use. Here you integrate the new solution into
the mainstream processes, organizations, and systems used in the Performance and Productivity Zones.
Companies need to balance the ratio between running the organization (Performance and Productivity
Zones) with changing the organization (Incubation and Transformation Zones). During periods of stability,
the Performance Zone funds the whole operation while doing the groundwork for the Incubation Zone
and building up reserves for the next transformation. The Productivity Zone is the standard cost center.
During periods of disruption, the Transformation Zone dominates. When it comes to digitalization, we
observe companies are prone to starving the incubation and transformation fronts by insufficiently
investing funds, expertise, resources, and time. The significance of leveraging a platform ecosystem’s welltested services becomes even clearer given this reality. Organizations will be forced to consider what they
can truly invest in, so long lead times to build fundamental building blocks will no longer be well received.
Because we are at an inflection point of global proportions and the disruptive forces cannot be stopped,
the notion of periods of stability changes to a norm of continuous change. This means that organizations
now must operate in all four zones (Performance, Productivity, Incubation, Transformation)
simultaneously and continuously. For example, organizations support and leverage what they currently
have (Performance and Productivity) while becoming disruptors by building or contributing to the BEaaS
platform (Incubation, Transformation) so that they can continue to operate and sustain their
competitiveness and be relevant. This is a perspective change that these organizations need to make. It
includes financial capital, human capital, and processes. Human capital investments and process refactoring are too often left out of the critical strategy paths.
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CHAPTER 3
Case Study in
Dynamic Multi-Level Decision-Making
sensors to boardroom
reveal rich depths, new insights
compete, thrive, evolve

In this chapter, we make the dynamic multi-level decisioning architecture come to life through a simple
case study that explores supply chain management and forklifts. We start by looking at the present
circumstances involving traditional forklifts. Then we show what the evolution to a dynamic multi-level
decisioning architecture looks like, where the forklifts are IoT-enabled. We focus on how the flow and
refinement of Data through Knowledge, plus Wisdom and insights, is achieved across a distributed
enterprise that includes many decision-making levels from the loading dock to the boardroom. We
describe a BEaaS implementation and provide an example of it in terms of Maintenance and Repair
Operations as a Service (MROaaS). Then we shift focus from the mechanics of how this works to
perspectives for the business case. We conclude by presenting several mini-examples as they apply to
other IoT-enabled devices in several different industries.

SUPPLY CHAINS AND FORKLIFTS
By way of example, and not limitation, our case study deals with supply chain management and, more
specifically, the role that the seemingly run-of-the-mill forklift plays.
The flow of goods, that is, the movement and storage of raw materials, work-in-process inventory, or
finished goods, turn the global wheels of commerce. Organizations increasingly must rely on effective
supply chains to be competitive and remain relevant. With the many moving parts and unpredictable
Forces, supply chains are complex. They involve design, planning, execution, control, and monitoring to
create value, build competitive infrastructure, leverage logistics, synchronizing supply with demand, and
measuring performance to ensure meeting their commitments. There are many levels of decision-making:
up, down, and across the organization and ecosystem.
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Forklifts are powered industrial trucks that lift and move materials over short distances. They are
pervasive, operating in transport trucks or trains, on a ship, in a plane cargo bay, within a warehouse, on
a loading dock, or in a yard, just to name a few. They can be human-operated or automated/roboticcontrolled. Forklifts are quite dangerous pieces of machinery, prone to tipping if the load is not balanced.
Common forklift injuries include crushing, striking pedestrians or other objects, strikes by falling objects,
and driving off docks. There is a significant number of errant forklift usage incidents that have caused
entire warehouse shelving collapses in a cascading avalanche of destruction. The severe injuries combined
with massive inventory losses and operational interruption can shut down a facility for weeks 5.
Forklifts are mobile, fixed assets. Their spare parts held for repair are also fixed assets. The Industrial Truck
Association (ITA, www.indtrk.org) defines eight forklift classes, with several classifications within each
class. There are over 65,000 forklift makes and models, with circa 17.5 million active forklifts in fleets
globally (Modern Materials Handling www.mmh.com). Forklift production, maintenance, and repair is a
stable and mature industry.
What is the value of a forklift in the supply chain? Along with transport trucks, trains, ships, and planes,
forklifts move goods or inventory, where each movement is an exchange of value of the goods or
inventory and cash. In turn, this exchange of value generates accounting events. Accounting entries would
include balancing the books and documenting these activities. In this industry, where margins have shrunk
to bare minimums, even small returns have a significant impact.
PRESENT CIRCUMSTANCES
Let’s look at what is currently occurring in most organizations, starting on the ground with the forklift. The
forklift is essential for logistics as it moves packaged goods to and from warehouses and onto various
trucks, trains, ships, and planes. When a forklift without IoT sensors fails, there is a post-failure analysis.
This analysis is added to some system that projects when a forklift model will fail using a probability
algorithm. Manufacturing guidelines are used to guess at the discrete nature of a forklift’s operational
stress. Failure rates will vary due to load size, hours of operation, and other factors. Most organizations
arrange for a quarterly maintenance cycle where the forklift will be known to be removed from service
for a period (for example, 1 to 2 days). However, forklifts still break down unexpectedly. At this point, a
spare forklift is provided, or if one is not available, the job’s progress on the movement of goods is
suspended. Forklifts represent actual revenues per pallet moved. So having them idle means lost or
deferred revenue. Having them fail unexpectedly has significant consequences.
Once the forklift fails to work at its required level, there is a cascade of interruptions that makes its way
up through the organization’s levels and across its ecosystem. Information and control flows (Figures 2

5

Such colossal calamities, as in these videos, can be avoided. Real-time sensor data analysis allows for
intervention. Digital Twins can operate autonomously and stop or redirects the forklift. This is the very definition of
timely.
Video #1: Forklift nicks corner of shelving, dominoes as the entire row tumbled down.
https://www.today.com/video/forklift-accident-creates-warehouse-disaster-in-viral-video-1376824387639.
Video #2: Major collapse in Russian warehouse. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQ_3YUQiQ14.
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and 76) break down instantly. There is no warning of the sudden and abrupt change. The process flows
are affected, with knock-on effects on operations and the business. OT and IT are operating in isolation
with conflicting goals and priorities. Downstream processes such as shipping, revenue assurance, and
logistics suffer.
A forklift breakdown can interrupt or prevent other forklifts from getting to the goods in the operational
process chain. For example, this can affect what big rigs can come into the loading dock, slowing down or
clogging operations, with exponential effects. In turn, revenue projections and customer commitments
are affected. This means that the issues make their way up and across the organization’s levels, even to
senior executives and the Board of Directors. The higher the organizational levels and the broader the
spans across the organization and ecosystem, the greater the need for Knowledge and Wisdom (Figures
3, 10, and 117). This cascade of interruptions affects the Performance and Productivity Zones (Figure 138),
precipitated by not noticing and responding soon enough that a forklift was “in trouble”.
In present circumstances, the sudden and abrupt change is vastly unpredictable. Even if an organization
has contingencies when an unexpected breakdown occurs, a crisis mode ensues because the contingency
must deploy under unforgiving time pressures. Then there is the question of how comprehensive the
contingency is since complete Knowledge is not available, and some of it may be contradictory. Leaders
are caught short on having what they need to make the best decision at the right level, at the right time,
and with the right authority and scope.
While this narrative focuses on the narrow impact that a single broken forklift can cause, the reality is that
a single forklift is an instance of a broad class of forklifts. Large organizations have fleets of forklifts (for
example, 400 for a typical US supermarket chain and 10,000 for large global retail chains) widely
distributed across many locations and continents. As a result, the overall rate of unexpected forklift
breakdowns in these large organizations could appear daily, impacting revenue in several local areas. The
sum of local impacts, when aggregated across an entire year, represents non-trivial losses or deferment
of revenue. As incident data gets refined through knowledge, the executive leadership is presented with
an aggregate view of a wave of job interruptions that acts as a drag on revenue flow. It could also be a
reflection of a poorly executing Performance Zone.
This present situation focuses on reactive analytics and non-real-time performance reports, which at the
time of the dilemma are out of date and don’t reflect the current state. Furthermore, the system is
designed for a certain load level (“set it and forget it”), where change outside this range is not duly
considered. When the system is taxed beyond its fixed operating constraints (such as a marked change in
6

Figures 2 and 7: OT and IT Information and Control Flows to Support Real-Time Decision-Making (High Level and
Detail)
7

Figure 4. Mapping between “Intelligent Enterprise Decisioning Architecture” and “OT and IT Information and
Control Flows to Support Real-Time Decision-Making (High Level)”
Figure 11. Mapping between “IoT Architecture Stack with Secure Digital Twins” and “OT and IT Information and
Control Flows to Support Real-Time Decision-Making (Detail)”
Figure 12. Mapping between “Intelligent Enterprise Decisioning Architecture” and “IoT Architecture Stack with
Secure Digital Twins”
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Figure 13. Four Zones for Organizing to Compete in an Age of Disruption
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traffic or the way that the volume of goods or materials is dispersed), the organization (or system) does
not have the mechanisms (such as data and processes) to adjust in real-time.
Given the need for increased investment to address disruptive Forces, organizations are frequently
challenged on where and how much to invest. They tend to prioritize the Forces that will have the most
impact on eroding revenue and margins. Even when organizations go to great efforts to initially build in
aspects such as safety and security, they are tempted to override the continued due diligence and
investment required for safety and security when disruptive Forces become apparent. Organizations do
this to get an edge on addressing the prioritized Forces to emphasize faster time-to-market product and
service releases to remain competitive and relevant. The reality is that when things begin to break on the
safety and security fronts, their remediation is not trivial, and they become a more significant cost factor
to the organization. In essence, organizations accustomed to increasing revenues and margins at an
incrementally progressing steady-state find that disruptive Forces demand greater rates of change than
what they are capable of currently achieving.
EVOLUTION TO A DYNAMIC MULTI-LEVEL DECISIONING ARCHITECTURE
Let’s now take the forklift, equipped with IoT sensors, and use it as input to drive an entire analytics-driven
decision culture, a more expansive way of operating. The input from the forklift is used to refine data at
various levels of insight so that the organization and its ecosystem can make decisions in real-time with
the proper scope and at the right level. Rather than organizations being caught shorthanded with no
warnings to sudden and abrupt changes, lurking changes become predictable. Organizations can predict
with reasonable certainty when a status change would occur and the rate of changes cascading
throughout an entire environment. For example, if the forklift is moving less weight than is required,
several questions need to be answered, such as: where is the flow affected, what would need to be
mitigated, how do you re-allocate the distribution points, and so forth. The effects of a change can get
complex exponentially. So, ingesting real-time data to derive better insights changes how the organization
can pivot.
Figure 14 shows a high-level representation of a dynamic multi-level decisioning architecture where the
forklift is used as input within an organization’s span of control and the Forces in the organization’s span
of influence.
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Figure 14. Representation of a Dynamic Multi-Level Decisioning Architecture (High Level)
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Forklifts send input at the lowest levels from sensors, for example, in the IoT Architecture Stack (Figure
10: Real Device). The Interaction Protocol gathers these events and puts them into a quarantine zone so
that the machine learning aspect of the Secure Digital Twin Intelligent Agent can analyze that new input
and refine the Data Profile in real-time. Delivery Orchestration reads the updated Data Profile and then
adjusts commands to the forklift by sending those commands down to the Interaction Protocol. Delivery
Orchestration also determines where the data is going – for example, distributing the data into the
appropriate sink like the Secure Digital Twins Intelligent Agent, which itself has process groups with
mirrored clones, such as on forklifts and the central data center.
New limitations from the Secure Digital Twin Intelligent Agent may end up in Delivery Orchestration, such
as the forklift having to slow down or take on less weight to move per unit time. What is key is that no
manager needs to make this decision; rather, the Secure Digital Twin Intelligent Agent has the authority
to decide in real-time. Management is kept informed in real-time as this information shows up in
dashboards.
At the same time, data continues to be pushed up the stack with more refinement and learning. It makes
its way through Tasks and Workflows and into Business Processes. The further one goes up the stack,
decision-making becomes less automated, yet context increases. So, as in our example, as the forklift has
slowed down or stopped working, management can look at their commitments and adjust for a decrease
in throughput by the said forklift. Management may need to re-allocate forklifts among distribution
points, re-allocate workload or logistics partners, mitigate impacts on commitments, and keep customers
and all stakeholders in the ecosystem satisfied. In parallel, management is also juggling the implications
of the steady stream of external Forces that intrude themselves into the decision-making process. Data at
this level is continuously being refined to what is coming next, coupled with commitments made, to
enable effective decision-making in real-time.
Tactical decisions made by management are supported through Knowledge, as communicated through
timely reports and dashboards. Wisdom, on the other hand, has direct insight into the Forces and operates
at the Business Process level. Wisdom is typically used at a senior leadership and governance level and can
address issues such as: bringing in new partners or reducing or stopping using specific partners, changing
capital or operational outlay based on obligations, reporting timing and content to the Board of Directors
or the shareholders or the street, modifying real-estate or fleet sizes based on projections, responding to
unexpected hurricane events, labor disruptions, and regulatory changes.
Here we see that decisions are made by the right authority with the right scope and at the right time and
in real-time. The Secure Digital Twin Intelligent Agent decides for the forklift to adjust its operation and
then cascades down the decision-based instructions to the forklift. Meanwhile, management operates at
the Task, Workflow, and Business Process (Figures 3, 10, and 119). While guided by their KPI performance,
management can alert the next levels of authority of impacts, the levels having a 360-degree scope of
9

Figure 4. Mapping between “Intelligent Enterprise Decisioning Architecture” and “OT and IT Information and
Control Flows to Support Real-Time Decision-Making (High Level)”
Figure 11. Mapping between “IoT Architecture Stack with Secure Digital Twins” and “OT and IT Information and
Control Flows to Support Real-Time Decision-Making (Detail)”
Figure 12. Mapping between “Intelligent Enterprise Decisioning Architecture” and “IoT Architecture Stack with
Secure Digital Twins”
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adjacent, up, or down impacts. Business Comprehensive Analysis and Business Comprehensive Support
(Figure 410) are alerted to provide Business Insights, Knowledge, and Wisdom to Business Strategy and
Objectives. At this point, the activities across many layers of operation (for example, on the floor with the
forklift, new business demands coming in, and anything else going on with the Forces) are assimilated
where new goals for OT and IT support are set. OT and IT become aligned with convergence (Figure 711),
and now we see the effects of a proper feedback loop. The OT-IT convergence builds the bridge so that
the right decisions are made at the right time with the right authority and scope.
The BEaaS platform supports all of this. Providers and consumers can interact through standard protocols
to conduct business. They no longer need to suffer the onerous point-to-point incremental interactions;
instead, they now have a view of the whole environment and required interactions. Since the platform
has standardized interaction interfaces, there is no need for each partner in the ecosystem to craft their
own approach for operations and interactions. Since Knowledge as a Service (KaaS) is offered by this
platform, organizations can tap into patterns already offered by the platform – such as forklift patterns of
use, rosters of system safety hazards for mitigation, or finding and building virtual stacks for both near
and long-term time scales – rather than re-deriving these capabilities in-house. This saves time and money
and avoids a possible lost opportunity to provide a valuable service ahead of everyone else.
Similarly, platform members can find safety and security vendors that meet their niche requirements for
solutions. As no one vendor will have the full complement of the hundreds of capabilities required, they
can advertise and sell their solutions on the platform, where safety and security can then evolve from cost
centers to value-added business drivers. And as a final example, the platform can be used for designing
services and how to plan for contingencies in advance in a world where disruption and unanticipated
interruptions happen.
BEaaS IMPLEMENTATION
Our forklift example comes from a concrete BEaaS Vertical SaaS for Forklift Fleet Management Repair
Operations. It is based on Evolved Supply Chain’s Blue Star Repair Service operating in Azure and AWS
clouds which are protected embodiments of the patent US 11,140,019 B2, Software-Defined Network
Resource Provisioning Architecture, issued on October 5, 2021.
This patent anticipates requirements for IoT/Industry 4.0. It describes the infrastructure and operations
within a BEaaS. Here, the BEaaS is an environment within which is a Digital Twin-based platform
(Intelligent Agent Architecture and Methods) for developing vertical market SaaSs.
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Figure 4. Mapping between “Intelligent Enterprise Decisioning Architecture” and “OT and IT Information and
Control Flows to Support Real-Time Decision-Making (High Level)”
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Figure 7. Mapping between “Intelligent Enterprise Decisioning Architecture” and “OT-IT Convergence
Framework”
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The overlay network has multiple components:





Security components, such as a cloaked network,
Digital Twin component that operates as digital simulations of the physical devices,
Communications mesh, and
Dynamic resource provisioning matrix for adjusting the resources used by Digital Twins.

The overlay network is a virtual network that is Software Defined (specifically, a Software-Defined Secure
Content/Context-Aware Network (SD-SCAN)). It sits on top of the existing Internet physical hardware
servers, routers, etc.
This BEaaS embodies an ecosystem for a vertical market in a hybrid cloud that includes landlords providing
their vertical market SaaS wares, tenants operating their businesses using the vertical market SaaS, and
ecosystem suppliers to the targeted SaaS market.
The patent claims that this BEaaS:







Is secure and private,
Allows business managers to need only specify the qualities of service that the SaaS is required to
fulfill for their business service provision,
Automatically negotiates the best Service Level Qualities (SLQs), which each configuration in a set
of System Designs can provide,
Automatically provisions and generates the chosen System Design with SLQ monitors,
Provides distributed, timely display of SLQs and Key Performance Indicators, and
Provides compensating business transactions when SLQs are out of band.

The BEaaS represents the future of service provisioning and consumption by allowing access to a platform
ecosystem. Key benefits of participation in platform ecosystems include enhancing and enabling agility,
reducing investment in non-strategic assets, and reducing the accumulation of technical debt. The
platform empowers ecosystem partners in a particular domain (for example, security, safety, business
analytics, etc.) to publish and consume services more efficiently.
A BEaaS provides an underlying operating platform that allows for a multi-sided ecosystem of partners to
participate in the consumption and provisioning of services. The platform provides registries, APIs, and
setup services that allow providers to publish contracts (that is, executable offers) on how consumers can
use their services.
This ecosystem enables consumers to acquire well-tested and aggregated services. Providers and
consumers can go to market in a region quicker. They can buy services that are not in their strategic
portfolio to build (for example, security, messaging protocols, generic forklift operating profiles).
Suffice it to say, our forklift example is beyond proof of concept and is in the adoption stage.
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MROaaS EXAMPLE OF A BEaaS
Maintenance and Repair Operations as a Service (MROaaS) is an example of a BEaaS. In this example, we
continue in the supply chain management sector. We focus on the forklift asset, outfitted with IoT
instrumentation. Locations of the sensors are in places of wear and tear, areas of stress and friction where
the forklift can break down. Along with a supply chain’s actors and processes, the forklift assets and their
sensors make up this example organization’s logistics Operational Technology. The collection of Digital
Twins emulates, interacts with, and can control the forklifts. (Figure 15)

Figure 15. Example of Maintenance and Repair Operations as a Service (MROaaS) (High Level)

Workloads of goods, produce, and materials are moved by intermodal transport and forklifts until the
conveyed loads arrive and are disaggregated into factories and distributors in the supply chain. From
there, they go to business storerooms and store shelves.
Through their sensors, the forklifts stream events and raw operational data. They do this from whatever
locale they are at, such as holding yards, ports, and warehouses. In essence, we can say that this raw data
originates at the edge of the supply chain for the organization. This raw data is quarantined, cleansed, and
enriched before further processing.
Since this example focuses on MROaaS, we are interested in keeping the forklifts fit for service and not
having unexpected breakdowns. The Maintenance and Repair business process is supported by other
processes such as Asset Management, Inventory Management, and Work Order Management.
Furthermore, intelligent databases and Data as a Service (DaaS) contain necessary information (for
example, parts catalogs, MTBF/MTTR, supplier SLAs) and insights (for example, playbooks for mitigating
situations so that the business and customers are not impacted).
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As the forklifts (and sensors), Digital Twins, business processes, back office, and the other components in
the decisioning architecture are doing their work, the actors (operators, supervisors, managers,
executives) interact through user interfaces as they get information and insights through real-time
streaming, notifications, dashboards, and management reports. Out-of-warranty forklifts are flagged for
maintenance according to their optimal need (as opposed to over and under maintenance) while ensuring
the smooth workflow is maintained when they’re in the shop. Forklifts that are starting to degrade (for
example, defective parts, poor workmanship, or use beyond specifications) are flagged right away for
repair before they break down and create a broader domino effect and stop the job in progress.

BUSINESS CASE PERSPECTIVES
Up to this point, we’ve outlined the mechanics of how the decisioning architecture works. Now let’s look
at the business case that it drives. We will keep it simple and use the Maintenance and Repair Operations
(MRO) for forklifts as the launching point.
We ran various business case models that included sensitivity analyses for ranges of inputs. We paid
particular attention to margin-sensitive industries (that is, the most challenging ones to prove a business
case), such as airport ground operations, agriculture, auto parts re-manufacturing, building materials
transportation, nurseries and gardening centers, supermarkets, and seaport operations. This included
small, medium, large, and very large global enterprises. Positive business cases for just the MRO
component resulted in force multipliers ranging from 2 to 4 on average for the most conservative cases
we modeled. For every $1 spent, $2 to $4 is gained.
Because of the range and complexity of modeling, diversity across the industries and enterprises, and
commitments to non-disclosures, we present key elements of our business case assessment. We do this
qualitatively instead of quantitatively.
Figure 16 provides where MRO fits within three of the core supply chain business processes. They are
processes that have a significant commercial impact on an organization. The Maintain Asset process is
where reactive, preventive, predictive, and prescriptive maintenance come into play.

Figure 16. Three of the Core Business Processes in Supply Chain Management
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Let’s look at the maintenance cost of a forklift, differentiating between traditional forklifts and those
enabled with IoT capabilities. Forklifts typically have five maintenance events per year. Four of them are
quarterly maintenance, which is written into warranties that are usually three years in duration. The fifth
is the repair event; a forklift, on average, experiences one unexpected issue per year.
We modeled various scenarios. Some involved over-maintained forklifts, hence higher maintenance costs
and out-of-service asset time. Others involved lengthening manufacturer-recommended maintenance
schedules when warranties expire and cutting corners on maintenance during busy periods. If the forklifts
are over-maintained, costs are higher; however, the probability of unexpected breakdown failures drops.
If the forklifts are under-maintained, the initial costs are lower, or money is “saved”; yet the likelihood of
a forklift unexpectedly breaking down increases with an impact that is far more costly (which we will
demonstrate shortly). When preventive maintenance is deprecated, unexpected (and potentially
catastrophic) failures linger. We found that IoT-enabled forklifts responsibly reduced the number of
maintenance events required by 20% compared to traditional forklifts.
Let’s now add into the mix the cost of outfitting a forklift with IoT instrumentation. This is a one-time cost.
Amortized over ten years, it amounts to $65 annually. The average lifespan of forklifts is 14 years;
however, there is also a large secondary market for “old” forklifts that last 30 years or more if they are
well maintained. So, the $65 is a small investment for the gains in return.
We also need to add the MROaaS services cost, which covers the computations and processing. It is $30
per year per forklift. Our research reveals this is what the market is willing to pay. The same applies to the
$2.50 annual MROaaS site connectivity cost per forklift.
We end up with positive business cases with force multipliers in the range of 2 to 4 on average, simply for
maintenance of a forklift, and of course, scaling to fleets of forklifts. Fleets can range from a handful of
forklifts to 400 in a typical US supermarket chain to 10,000 for large global big-box retail chains.
The story does not end here. Up to this point, we’ve covered the maintenance costs perspective. Now
let’s look at the revenue impact of an unexpected forklift failure. A significant source of forklift outages
and job stoppages comes from damage done to forklifts due to accidents. Other unexpected forklift failure
events are caused by breakdowns such as wheel bearings seizing, motor not running, dead battery, blown
hydraulic hose, blown fuses, etc. Our research indicates there is one unexpected failure per traditional
forklift per year on average that is not accident-related.
An unexpected forklift breakdown means that the job in progress stops, other jobs in progress are
potentially impacted (such as a broken-down forklift blocking the others from passing through an aisle),
and the advancement of revenue is impeded. We modeled job stoppage scenarios that last anywhere
between two hours and 3½ days. Usually, there are replacement forklifts on hand and no injuries for the
shorter job stoppage periods. For the more extended job-stopped periods, there is no available
replacement forklift, and one must wait until it is repaired in the shop.
Throughput pallet, the number of pallets moved through a warehouse per unit of time, is the standard
unit of measurement for workload analysis. Service revenue per throughput pallet is the primary
economic unit of measure, at the lowest level, of warehouse operations. When the job in progress is
stopped, the throughput pallet is zero and so is the service revenue per throughput pallet. This adds up,
considering one unexpected failure per traditional forklift per year that is not accident-related. And you
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also need to factor in the impacts on the other core processes and knock-on effects across the
organization (Figure 16), the systemwide synergistic effect.
What we’ve seen through these cases is that maintenance and repair costs are not an expense-only issue,
a common perception. Instead, these costs contribute to helping improve the top and bottom lines;
colloquially speaking, spend a dollar and get two dollars back. An unexpected failure event impacts or
stops the workflow, and workflow is your revenue generator.
Even when organizations are looking at reducing their expenses, they are prone to taking quick shortcuts
in cutting maintenance costs, not realizing how they are increasing the vulnerability of negatively
impacting the top and bottom line. Unknowingly they are infusing greater risk for lurking unexpected
revenue-impacting failures to occur. Considering that forklifts are routinely kept in fleets for up to 14 years
(2021 Manual Materials Handling Survey), they represent a substantial operational “technical debt”, a
term that was initially attributed to software systems and now extends to an IoT ecosystem. So, shortcut
cost-cutting is adding to that debt. This means that more money is spent fixing older equipment than
should be the case, which in turn diverts resources from making new investments to improve all aspects
of operational processes. This creates a spiral of difficult choices where margins are always tight.

GOING BEYOND FORKLIFTS
The ways of operating have become more expansive: from the unpredictable and widespread cascading
effects of a forklift “in trouble” as in present-day operations to using the forklift as input to promote an
entire analytics-driven decision culture beyond Data and Information, all the way through to Knowledge
and Wisdom. We are not constrained to the supply chain management industry or forklifts. The process,
system, and data patterns are applicable across many industries.
Here are some more examples. First, we do a quick recap of forklifts and supply chain management. Then
we outline scenarios in other industries such as automobile (autonomous cars), construction (cranes),
consumer electronics (gaming devices), e-commerce (mobile devices, desktop computers, and other
internet appliances), energy and utilities (sensors on pipes, pumps, reservoirs, and tanks), financial
services (portfolio management KPIs), healthcare (wearable and implantable medical devices), railroad
(critical embedded systems on rolling stock) and transportation (freight transportation KPIs).
INDUSTRY: Supply Chain Management
EVENTS FROM: Forklifts
CHALLENGE: Unpredictable failures in forklift fleets can cause substantial delays and accidents.
Remedy and recovery from failures and accidents are a bottom-line cost. However, workflow
interruption affects top-line revenues, incurs a reputational loss, etc. Top-line impacts are
disproportionately more significant than bottom-line costs for repair.
SOLUTION: Proactively predict when a forklift and its operation will fail by looking at all its sensors
and having a correlation model. As a forklift degrades, its work can be limited and stopped before
its final failure. Mitigations for ensuring workflow are enabled. A repair is scheduled reliably
before a failure occurs. As a forklift approaches and enters an unsafe mode of operation, warnings
are issued for course correction. If dangerous conditions persist, then the operation is
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automatically and safely stopped. The lower levels of the decision stack are contained in the
vehicle. Communication extends to the retain useful information and knowledge. Data are
processed at the edge: in the vehicle and its immediate surroundings to extract information.
Digital Twins mediate the OT-IT convergence. A significant insight is a forewarning of components
about to fail. A deeper insight is to identify clusters of components to fail within days of each
other. This allows scheduled repairs to reduce visits to the shop.
INDUSTRY: Automobile
EVENTS FROM: Data monitors for autonomous cars
CHALLENGE: Presently, autonomous cars operate at a level 2 (out of 5, where 1 has a specific
function controlled by the car and the rest by a human, and 5 is fully autonomous). Autonomous
vehicle manufacturers have one top priority: to achieve as close to level 5 autonomy as possible.
Challenges include the real-time handling of road, weather, and traffic conditions, as well as the
state of the vehicle and the supporting autonomous system.
SOLUTION: The vehicle must understand and react to changing driving conditions in milliseconds.
This requires a large deployment of sensors and cameras to capture and transmit data in
nanoseconds. The processing to interpret these diverse data streams must be very large.
Prediction and reaction algorithms must leverage the established Wisdom of prior situations (such
as pedestrian safety) so that the best judgments and tradeoffs are made quickly. The results of
activities and responses must propagate through to the C-suite so that liability, safety, and
investment strategies align. In this case, brand safety sensitivity is particularly acute. This is where
the multi-level, real-time decisioning architecture comes into play. Every organizational level must
make key decisions quickly and decisively as this new technology is prone to mistakes due to naive
assumptions. This use of Digital Twins to run simulations in a range of scenarios is vital to a viable
strategy. Lives depend upon it, and that perception is tied to the brand.
INDUSTRY: Construction
EVENTS FROM: Cranes
CHALLENGE: Cranes involve significant capital, so they are frequently rented. Consequently, their
operators are unaware of the crane’s operating nuances (historical idiosyncrasies). Cranes are
slender structures subjected to large loads that generate varying stress levels on their bases.
Engineering failure analyses reveal that a common root cause of crane failures is related to the
deficiencies in the design and construction of their bases. The effects and implications of variable
loads are often not completely understood or valued by builders and operators, as they are
accustomed to dealing with intrinsically static loads. Early indicators, even a minor hitch, are often
missed causing cranes to fail. This results in hazardous events with the potential for fatal
consequences. As a result, construction projects get delayed, causing top-line and bottom-line
impacts on financials.
SOLUTION: Equipping cranes with various sensors (for example, tensiometers, boom position and
jack angle, force transducers, outrigger load, wheel speed, hydraulic pressure, load motion,
temperature, vibration, etc.), along with the networked data and safety criteria stored in the
crane’s control system provide real-time feedback and control to the operator for operating in
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safe operating zones, avoiding a maximum load from exceeding a critical angle or distance, or
excessive or unsafe swaying. Additionally, the data and insights are used to apply Wisdom that
would help devise loads and tactics for keeping projects safely on schedule and budget. This
includes monitoring when the crane is due for regular maintenance or detecting a potential
problem before it becomes a safety issue or causes unnecessary and unscheduled downtime. This
is especially important since the history of the rented cranes may unknown. Instead, Wisdom is
used to develop and evolve operating constraints that focus on what can be controlled.
INDUSTRY: Consumer Electronics
EVENTS FROM: Gaming devices
CHALLENGE: Creating adaptable and sustainable games is crucial for survivability in the highly
competitive video gaming industry. One challenge that game developers encounter is how to
achieve suspension of disbelief in the virtual world effectively: the player’s intentional avoidance
of critical thinking or logic in examining something unreal or impossible in reality. Games must
continuously evolve and be highly entertaining to keep players engaged.
SOLUTION: In Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR), real-time response to decision
actions is essential for a realistic feel, a vital attribute for driving suspension of disbelief. Games
must also account for different personas, such as novice versus expert users, if it is to remain
relevant and avoid user churning from frustration or boredom. User behavior should help analyze
latent needs that offer new opportunities to engage. The appealing user experience will create
the sense that “I didn’t notice. This feels natural”. By employing the real-time multi-level decisionmaking model and methods, orchestrated action responses are effectively developed and
delivered in a timely, relevant manner. Sources feeding the system include profiles and detailed
playing characteristics of individual gamers, evolving playbooks of gaming strategies,
demographic playing patterns, advances in neurosciences, and other creative directives. To date,
chipset developments are proactively keeping abreast of facilitating real-time performance
orchestration for AR and VR. These diverse sets of input enable the application of strategic
Wisdom in new waves of innovation. In addition, the BEaaS platform allows the core gaming
strategy (that is, Wisdom) to be developed by the core product team (for example, stories,
journeys) while using the ecosystem of partners to develop non-strategic tasks such as lighting
and the physics of movement.
INDUSTRY: E-commerce
EVENTS FROM: Mobile devices, desktop computers, and other internet appliances
CHALLENGE: Providing omnichannel options (for example, desktops, mobile devices, official ecommerce stores, live chats, forums, social media sites, etc.) that integrate the online shopping
experience increases the number of touch-points for shoppers for their convenience. Just as
necessary is the power to engage the consumer in an experience that enhances brand loyalty so
that they become an advocate, not just a passive buyer. This capability is becoming a necessity
for e-commerce retailers to remain competitive. Retailers are challenged with verifying online
identities for each prospective customer (Is the information they enter genuine?), as well as
detecting and managing any fraudulent activities at the point of sale.
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SOLUTION: First, evolve to real-time fraud scheme detection and management for every point-ofsale channel. Engage Machine Learning to proactively verify online identities, profile individual
interaction behaviors, and detect the likelihood of fraud. Leverage the BEaaS platform services
(for example, insights, processing, co-ordination across the complex network of interconnected
components) for safeguarding the shopper at the point of sale and their identity in the system,
plus safeguarding the retailer and their partners. Risks and violations are flagged and acted upon
in real-time, nipping the concerns early before they become big issues. Second, to enhance the
user experience, develop insights into what a customer shops for via mobile versus desktop versus
in-store. Develop user journeys (by applying Wisdom) for the retailer to examine potential pivots
in strategies, where Digital Twins (a customer persona) are key in modeling potential strategy
effectiveness in particular markets or persona groups before deciding to scale them.
INDUSTRY: Energy & Utilities
EVENTS FROM: Sensors on pipes, pumps, reservoirs, tanks
CHALLENGE: Energy and utility companies must operate with tighter margins and less room for
error. They must continuously bring new supplies online, on time, and at an acceptable cost. Along
with increased regulatory activity and environmental concerns, skilled worker shortages, remote
locations, and geological complexity. The downtime caused by faulty equipment and components
is a leading cause of lost production and revenue loss. Additionally, the environmental damage
caused by accidents can have negative legal and brand impacts that can linger for a long time.
SOLUTION: With condition-based monitoring on the physical devices, coupled with the BEaaS
services, failure patterns are detected early and in real-time along with insights into their holistic
solutions. Degradations in production are averted or mitigated, sudden or unexpected external
changes (for example, Forces) are accommodated expediently, and new and competitive
strategies and business models come into play. OT and IT come together in two main ways. First,
in the real-time monitoring by AI and ML for early warnings and automatic corrections. Second,
in real-time displays for human oversight and intervention. Digital Twins are used to simulate the
reactions to extreme conditions, for instance, high winds, floods, and earthquakes for pipelines
and rigs. Activities typically considered cost centers (for example, maintenance and safety)
become value-added business drivers because a more comprehensive view of the system can be
examined while experimenting with new assumptions about conditions and new opportunities.
INDUSTRY: Financial Services
EVENTS FROM: Portfolio Management KPIs
CHALLENGE: Some asset portfolios underperform the market when markets no longer conform
to the portfolio’s strategic assumptions. Large and unexpected investment losses that were not
properly hedged can create investor panic. Depending upon defined benchmarks in the
prospectus, this could violate the tenets of the portfolio, inviting audit and compliance oversight.
SOLUTION: To respond quickly to rapidly changing events (for example, Forces like geopolitical,
pandemics, catastrophes, etc.) is the most critical driver for any portfolio manager. Portfolio
managers want to model markets to recognize a wide variety of changes due to gradual or sudden
market disruptions using a spectrum of underlying event probabilities and assumptions. By
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adopting the decisioning architecture in a BEaaS platform, governed by KPIs that characterize the
essence of a portfolio’s reactions to various stress levels, portfolio insights are revealed in realtime. Such insights are multi-dimensional as a set of market forces may become interdependent
if their behavior becomes extreme enough. The Digital Twin that emulates these irregular forces
acts as an Augmented Reality (AR) aid to portfolio managers as they can fine-tune the simulations
with their Wisdom to make more nuanced, timely decisions. With more than half of trading being
done by machines currently, rapid execution of position disposal and acquisition can be achieved
before markets move. The real advantage of using a multi-level decision model is that macro,
inter-market strategies can be created and revised. These would transcend any single trading
instrument such as stocks but could include an optimization strategy including fixed income,
commodity trading, and all their derivatives.
INDUSTRY: Healthcare
EVENTS FROM: Wearable and implanted medical devices
CHALLENGE: Individuals with medical conditions require monitoring of vitals (for example, blood
sugar, heart rate, blood pressure, weight, blood, oxygen saturation, cardiac rhythms, etc.) for
benchmarking and critical anomaly events. Their medical care involves several providers across
various disciplines, care centers, hospital departments, insurance companies, and social services.
Patients, or their advocates, are burdened with ensuring that the various care providers work
together to provide timely integrated solutions. Typically, providers working in isolation do not
have a patient-centric view but instead are forced to work with a single symptom point of view.
Providers often get outdated information and administer courses of treatment that conflict with
that of another provider or that don’t align with the current state of health. The patient suffers
detrimental side effects, and the strapped healthcare system is burdened with remedying an
avoidable situation. This creates liabilities while wasting precious time.
SOLUTION: A BEaaS would connect all providers and payers to the patient. Care would be
monitored and delivered based on patient prognoses and outcomes. Real-time instructions are
provided to patients when their vitals data enter progressive zones of criticality, from early
warnings to requiring urgent interventions. Likewise, the healthcare providers are collectively
kept informed of patient status, including real-time insights for holistic treatment options and
their prognoses. Additionally, timely insights into the healthcare provider’s operations and
business models are provided to readily apply Wisdom to adapt to emerging patterns of demand
and costs while keeping patient-centric care a priority.
INDUSTRY: Railroad
EVENTS FROM: Critical embedded systems on rolling stock (for example, engine control,
PTC/ETC/ERTMS, electrical, hydraulic, communications, etc.)
CHALLENGE: Safety engagement is one of the key means railroaders relate, watch out for, and
protect each other. However, there are historically unresolved safety issues that keep
perpetuating. Derailments and collisions related to engineering infrastructure, mechanics of
rolling stock, and human factors are common examples. With the increasing digitalization of
railroads, cyber security hazards are added into the mix.
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SOLUTION: Shift away from reactive and level 1 remedies (lowest level out of 5 in the Design Order
of Precedence) where the onus is put on the employees to operate safely and securely, and thus
prone to human error. Instead, leverage Wisdom to move to proactive and real-time detection
of cyber intrusions or looming safety and performance malfunctions that can impede the
mission’s objectives. Move away from level 1 and toward level 5. Course corrections are done at
the right time, place, scope, and authority; while ensuring safety, complying with regulations,
honoring service agreements, eliminating mission failure risks, remaining competitive, and
meeting business objectives.
INDUSTRY: Transportation
EVENTS FROM: Freight Transportation & Management KPIs
CHALLENGE: Market and transportation economic and business conditions are driving companies
to use more shipping modes (over-the-road truck for hire, fleet, parcel, rail, intermodal, air,
ocean) and more complex routing scenarios (geographies, regulations) for transporting their
physical goods. Shippers and carriers typically focus on their internal sphere, often unaware of
the impacts they have downstream or their hand-off points (for example, cargo ships handing off
to railroads, Class 1 railroads handing off to a smaller Class 2s, and railroads handing off to trucks
for the last mile). The end-to-end delivery goals are fragmented. This fragmentation is an issue of
complexity. It increases the risk of not meeting obligations and not achieving business goals. It
highlights the importance of supply chain execution convergence and the ability to work together
across functional domains such as merchandising, transportation, warehousing, and
manufacturing.
SOLUTION: Evolve into a sustainable and vibrant ecosystem of consumers and providers.
Participants in the transportation ecosystem can develop dynamic playbooks that include fitting
processes to each situation. By adopting the decisioning architecture in a BEaaS platform,
overseen by KPI trees that describe the dynamics that play out in an end-to-end transportation
ecosystem, actionable insights are made available in real-time through suites of ecosystem
services. These insights are multi-dimensional (customer service, transportation cost control,
forecasting, planning, risk management, supplier/partner relationships, regulations, labor
disruptions, logistics management, etc.). The unpredictable Forces influence these insights. With
the increased use of micro-level sensors that ultimately feed the KPI trees, self-training Digital
Twins can use AI to simulate the deep and broad effects of various options before deciding on a
shipping solution. Within the BEaaS platform, all parties have a shared voice at the table, ensuring
transparency,integrity, and accountability for delivering the service propositions. Fragmentation
and complexity are reduced in real-time. Shock absorbing assets and disproportionate costs are
replaced by aligned service, balanced asset costs, and smoothed end-to-end operational flows.

In this chapter, we demonstrated how the flow and refinement of data are incrementally achieved so that
every level of a business organization (that is, sensor operations through to the boardroom) can utilize
more comprehensive and timely insights to make better decisions at the right level of authority, at the
right time.
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We showed how this decisioning architecture could be deployed in a highly distributed organization while
emphasizing high-level flows in enough detail to start strategy discussions with all stakeholders. While we
focused on one aspect of one industry to show the potential, we provided several high-level scenarios
across diverse industries.
An aspect of complexity that all large organizations face is how they make decisions that affect business
strategy. The complexity is deep and wide, rooted in processes and organizational structures. Managing
decision-making complexity is possible and will yield more relevant, timely decisions if the real-time
decisioning architecture and methods we advocate are gradually integrated into all processes. Since most
large corporations have evolved into complex organizations, the effective management of this complexity
in the face of rapid changes can create a sustainable advantage because this takes vision, persistence, and
strong leadership.
Managing decision-making complexity is a critical aspect of successful transformations. The next chapter
suggests several success factors that help with this journey.
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CHAPTER 4
Essential Factors for Success
embrace systems view
executive sponsorship
then success prevails

In this chapter, we present some essential considerations for equipping an organization with a decisioning
architecture that enables making the right decision at the right time, with the right level of authority and
scope. These considerations are culture, governance, cyber security, system safety, reliability, and
transformational journeys. Our focus is on OT-IT convergence as that’s the underlying strategy in our
decisioning architecture. Various studies, such as the one done by Omdia in 2021 (Builta and Canali),
disclose the lack of OT-IT integration as the second-ranked blocker for IoT deployment, previously
reported as a fifth priority. Security concerns continue to be the top-ranked blocker.
OT-IT convergence is the strategy, goal, and outcome. OT-IT Integration is a tactic, manifestation.
Organizations are starting to learn the realities of the complexity involved when integrating traditional IT
and corresponding business processes, with OT’s operational processes and technologies that often
involve legacy hardware that isn’t easily changed or configured on the fly. To mitigate and leverage,
organizations must learn the importance of a proper OT-IT convergence strategy before diving into OT-IT
integration.
CULTURE AND GOVERNANCE
The priority and challenge with OT-IT convergence are in overcoming the cultural and governance issues.
You have two different teams with different priorities: for example, uptime and safety for OT, and privacy
and security for IT. Motivational currency is vastly different; for OT, it’s hardcore grit, while for IT, it’s
technological savvy. As these two organizations historically work in silos, there has been little
collaboration or mutual understanding in their standard priorities, values, and working styles. The most
significant impediment to overcome in advancing collaboration resides in addressing the two different
cultures that have evolved. Those cultures embody different value systems, language, behavioral norms,
management styles, and employee personas.
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OT and IT leaders and personnel must become process and data literate. A first step is that they need to
learn and understand the jargon of each other’s functions. For example, the term “change” for an OT
person would mean a modification to a design, whereas “change” to an IT person would suggest a
modification to the managed environment. The OT definition of “change” is a subset of the IT definition.
So, when OT powers off a networking device in the field, this is not a change for OT since there is no design
change; however, for IT, this is a change since it impacts service. Imagine the problems that occur with
these miscommunications, let alone possible impacts on operating effectively, reliably, and safely.
Leadership at all levels must now learn to deal with the unknown and unpredictable. They must re-imagine
the priorities for what the company stands for and what it wants to achieve and then empower both OT
and IT to strive for the same shared vision. Rather than viewing IT as a cost center, in Industry 4.0, IT
becomes one of the critical assets to achieving business goals.
Industry 4.0-savvy leaders will encourage OT and IT to understand each other’s challenges, roles,
objectives, and particular language through a detailed walk-through of their processes or job shadowing
so that internal silos can be broken down to facilitate the seamless achievement of collective outcomes.
For large organizations, this means adjusting the culture (that is, expected behavioral norms and defined
values) to include creative destruction, the deliberate dismantling of long-standing processes that
typically inhibit large transformations to make way for innovation, and improved methods of operations
and production. This is a mindset change as silos and control domains are often rooted in the execution
of processes. This includes the value of specialized knowledge of legacy processes and technology that
key stakeholders have deep personal investments in.
There would need to be targeted efforts from multiple stakeholders to bridge the silos. Their job would
be to create a common language that would encompass the concepts from the several domains that are
the target of an OT-IT integration. These projects, run by a multidisciplinary designated change agent
team, would be initiated in the Incubation Zone. These change agents would identify the latent needs and
opportunities, build a pilot, and then scale it. This scaling of change occurs in the Transformation Zone.
These change agent teams would initiate and scale “special projects” regularly. That would require active
executive sponsorship, advocacy, and resource allocation.
This advocacy is especially significant because the successful scaling would affect the Productivity Zone,
where all revenue generates through the delivery of products and services. These changes would also
affect the Performance Zone where Corporate Governance resides. The various arms of Corporate
Governance are often feared and disdained by those chartered with introducing significant change.
Therefore, members of Corporate Governance must be part of the change agent teams so they can
understand and guide the teams early in the process. This is also why active executive sponsorship is a
critical success factor in any change agent project. Corporate Governance must become an enabler of
business strategy instead of its typical role of inhibitor of strategy.
This mindset change will require unlearning the premise that once a “special project” is done, everything
goes back to normal. In this creative destruction approach, initiatives comprised of projects are
implemented to change how the organization works and thus is not a one-time extraordinary occurrence.
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The change will come in waves. The better each initiative builds a part of the foundation, the faster
changes will occur. It is a self-propagating wave.
CYBER SECURITY
Cybersecurity takes on a heightened need as organizations embrace the journey toward a multi-level realtime decisioning architecture because all aspects of processes and technology become more distributed.
This creates a larger footprint for bad actors to generate threats. Cheap sensors, more distributed data,
and more diverse network traffic all provide opportunities for system compromises at all levels of the
organization. The increased use of mobile platforms to make decisions increase the vulnerability footprint.
Issues of data leakage from data at rest and data in motion become more likely. Therefore, there is a
greater need to deploy data leak protection capabilities in remote sites and clouds, making the effort of
providing a secure environment more challenging. The exploitation of the entire data stack through
knowledge becomes a valuable and monetizable advantage.
It would be easy to focus the security lens on sensors or mobile phone access, which are essential, but
only address the surface symptoms. Deeper root causes of security failure, which are primarily human
error combined with siloed systems, processes, and skillsets, must also be addressed.
All these technical steps are essential, but they will fail to provide the needed protection without
corresponding processes and skills. The establishment of a zero-trust border is considered a complex and
mature capability. This is achieved by combining advanced technology with new processes and improved
employee skills.
An appropriate security architecture is based upon creating a set of secure borders, each of which is
layered to quarantine data from susceptible sensors and perform low latency packet inspection of all flows
to and from data centers, warehouses, and clouds. This is in conjunction with advanced AI analytics that
can predict attacks from incoming data based on pattern recognition. All these capabilities must be
augmented by re-designing processes and upgrading the skills of key personnel. This skills upgrade is not
just for the local operators but employees at all levels of the organization.
An example would be the use of intrusion detection and prediction capability. It requires real-time AI
analytics that can assess the incident rate of sensor anomalies and predict whether increasing rates
indicate a sophisticated penetration attack. This will require AI and IT operations skills to interpret alert
levels and their frequency to start the alert process. That alert process must be well defined and be able
to change policies and thresholds as patterns change. Turning those policies into code will enable better
proactive security measures. All of that requires a different process mindset that includes introducing
change agents to create pilots that scale rapidly through the organization.
SYSTEM SAFETY AND RELIABILITY
In our experience, we find that system safety is currently left as the elephant in the room, especially for
industries where system safety is becoming a new reality. Design discussions are emerging amidst this
new reality that raise significant concerns and issues: How do we know that new solutions and systems
are safe and that there are no lurking issues? How do we know that integrating multiple components from
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vendors, partners, and even within existing systems meet safety objectives? How do we know if safety
integrity is preserved after a change is made? How do we shift the legacy status where safety moves from
a cost center to a value-added business driver? This requires a significant evolution in culture because
culture drives the value system, which in turn drives the behavior from the boardroom through all
management layers and then to the factory floor and the loading dock or field. You cannot distribute
decision-making effectively without everyone understanding how safe the information and decision flow
is.
The good news is that well-established system safety and reliability methodologies exist. They elegantly
fit into system development and integration lifecycles (such as V-model, Disciplined Agile, Dev-Ops). Some
examples include Safety Management Systems (SMS), Systems Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA), Hazards
Analysis, and Reliability Analysis. Such methods address the various levels of safety and reliability:
component failures, subsystem hazards, functional hazards, operating- and support-related hazards,
software anomalies, system safety, and system of systems safety. Methodologies such as Bow Tie Analysis
provide a simple end-to-end view of the faults, events, and mitigation threads, thereby driving a better
understanding of cause-effect relationships so that decision-makers can readily see safety and reliability
risks and value creation opportunities.
It is important to note that sensor-based technologies and machine learning analytics can add rich
textures of detail to all these improved system safety approaches and help drive the flow of data
refinement so that all stakeholders have better decision-making tools at their disposal. This approach
fosters feasible experimentation of outlier cases with the aid of Digital Twins, which will become more
critical as global warming and geopolitical forces play a more significant role in impacting strategic
decision-making.
But it doesn’t stop here. Industries are required by regulation to address both system safety and cybersecurity. All complex safety-involved systems have residual design faults and vulnerabilities. They will be
subject to hostile acts during their life. Systems must always defend themselves to prevent the
propagation of failures and vulnerabilities that cause harm and loss. The emerging discipline of chaos
engineering is impacting software engineers because its purpose is to encourage practitioners to
experiment with more complex failure scenarios through the use of software, with the int4ernt to codify
policy changes in code, not documentation to be found in an emergency.
This requires the integration of system safety and cyber-security. (Figure 17) A starting point is integrating
the safety engineering discipline with the cyber engineering discipline across their end-to-end lifecycles.
During the design and development stages, ensure systems are safe and secure by design. During the
operation and maintenance stages, continuous learning and adapting, coupled with real-time predictive
modeling, reduces the probability of mishaps. As data is aggregated and refined, varying levels of
Knowledge and Wisdom can be applied to the problem. This codification can then be codified as policy
and where appropriate, added to the Digital Twin agents as policy enacted in code.
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Figure 17. Integrating Cyber-Security and System Safety & Reliability

TRANSFORMATIONAL JOURNEY
OT-IT convergence is a transformational journey with many moving parts. To date, there is no standard
roadmap, organizational structure, or template for converging OT and IT. It is up to each company to find
its “right” solution and ensure that it aligns with the ecosystems they connect into. It is essential to realize
that any eventually defined roadmap for any industry should only act as a framework. The needs of each
division in an organization are tailored to the operational requirements, constraints, design principles,
and opportunities in this new sensor-driven decision-making process.
Various dimensions come into play and are driven by the business objectives. (Figure 18)
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Figure 18. Transformation Dimensions for OT-IT Convergence
We start with process convergence, which requires that the OT and IT organizations revise their processes,
workflows, and procedures to support the modernized ways of working and operating together. Once this
has been designed and defined, then organizational convergence may be required, such as creating
aligned organizational structures. If process convergence is not done first, then regardless of new
organizational structures, people will continue to behave according to the existing (that is, “old”)
processes, rendering the new organizational structures ineffective and subject to re-work. The reason a
process-first analysis and design are so vital is that processes, by definition, transcend business and
operational silos. The organizational re-architecture must take this fundamental axiom into account for
any success to be achieved.
The next dimension is the convergence of software and data. This is about getting software and data to
address OT needs directly. If process convergence is not defined beforehand, the software and data run
a high risk of not meeting the OT needs and then requiring re-work. For this to be successful and futureproof, data and software must be decoupled such that they can adapt to an ever-changing business
environment. Also, there may be a technology convergence that considers aligning or modernizing the
network architecture. The Digital Twins Intelligent Agents (Figures 3, 8, 10) reside in this dimension.
What follows is physical convergence, which includes physical devices being retrofitted or combined with
newer hardware to accommodate the addition of IT to OT. Subsequently, there is an operational
convergence where the hardware is maintained and updated over time using advanced analytics powered
by real-time data input.
In parallel to all of this, the OT-IT convergence must remain in sync and aligned with opportunities for
business expansion, such as refocusing target markets, developing new products/services, creating new
alliances, responding to new regulations, and so forth. These, too, are driven by the business objectives,
the common denominator, which is driven by the more considerable refinement following from discrete
events to the application of Wisdom which can then be enacted to represent the business intent.
OT-IT convergence is viewed as a journey, and there are well-defined practices available to provide
guidance. However, we must accept the reality of our starting point. Today, we see OT and IT silos, with
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islands of processes, the proliferation of devices, disparate data, unintegrated legacy systems, disparate
ecosystems, and differing, if not opposing, priorities. We cannot stress enough that this requires fully
committed, aligned, transformational, disciplined, and experienced leadership, along with best-in-class
experts that are solidly grounded in the academics and science of the methodologies and a solid track
record as practitioners in these transformations. The concept of “transformations” (plural) is vital because
it rightly implies a commitment to understanding that changing to adapt to newly evolved circumstances
is part of the cultural fabric of the organization.
Based on our direct experiences with OT-IT convergence and other transformational mandates in various
industries (such as railroading, supply chain, telecommunications, finance, etc.), the best transformational
results occur when taking an approach that both improves organizational effectiveness and positions the
organization’s target markets and product/service portfolios to outperform. It is a simultaneous top-line
and bottom-line approach.
In our experience, most organizations stop short of a transformational change by focusing on improving
operational effectiveness, such as productivity improvements and asset rationalization as per the
Productivity Zone. This is a reliable approach when delivering fast results to improve the bottom line, but
it does not make a transformation successful. So, it’s essential to approach this as a full-scale
transformation, which requires an investment in the Incubation and Transformation Zones.
We must always keep in mind the broader context. With process and technology advancements,
digitization, and the forces of Industry 4.0, the organizations and industries are being pressured to deliver
even better and faster bottom-line results, plus stronger financial returns, while working in completely
new ways.
This does not need to be daunting for organizations. In our experience, it all depends on how you approach
it. You must be systematic and strategic, scale and pivot judiciously. The reality, there are no standard
roadmaps for this transformation has a few critical advantages. An organization willing to take on this
challenge can become a disruptor in their industry or an adjacent one. This is a primary goal of most
organizations: build sustainable competitive advantages and thought leadership. It does require the
fortitude to experiment, fail fast and small and use the entire Intelligent Enterprise Decisioning
Architecture to understand what is working and failing. That means embracing change as the norm, hiring,
enabling, and promoting those that can support the new spirit of the times. It also means that executive
leadership must own the sponsorship of these journeys.
OT-IT convergence, a transformational journey, can be reliably achieved through the collective use of
practices such as Lean Six Sigma, innovation through entrepreneurship, data-driven business precision,
comprehensive digital transformation, and organizational architecture and behavior. These practices fully
support the dual nature of improving operational effectiveness and positioning the business to become
something it has not ever been before so that it can outperform.
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AFTERWORD
evolution’s path
insights enlighten journey
shaping future waves

Many industries have crossed the IoT chasm, moving from early technology enthusiasts and visionaries to
early majority adoption. The telecommunications and finance industries, two of the earlier adopters,
revolutionized themselves and became more consumer-driven. Others, such as energy and railroading,
are on a slower trajectory as their regulatory bodies work through modernizing regulations. Industries are
amid a once-in-a-lifetime transformation and have reached the tipping point.

WHAT IS DIFFERENT?
Two critical differences emerge in how organizations are driven to operate. The first is that organizations
must now concern themselves with how they deal with competitors, especially the non-traditional ones.
These are typically the smaller and more agile competitors, not on anyone’s immediate radar, and appear
unexpectedly. They are adept at exploiting an organization’s weaknesses (for example, ability to operate,
services offered, cost structures). They don’t get noticed until they’ve penetrated sufficiently enough to
cause an organization pain, namely in achieving performance goals. Add into the mix the already
established FAAMNG modern-day market titans and the momentum they have in revolutionizing
industries.
The second difference is the unique opportunity that organizations now have: to proceed with and exploit
new prospects and options, as well as defend what is already there. Organizations can do this more swiftly
and with less capital outlay than what has been traditional with this type of innovation. For example,
capital outlay is less when organizations work with cloud and ecosystem partners than when building it
all in-house. Organizations can both drive and sustain while learning to be disruptors.
Organizations now need to continuously maneuver and balance the Performance and Productivity Zones
with the Innovation and Transformation Zones, namely shifting to a mode of continuous change. At the
heart of it is real-time decision-making as organizations need to move strategically with deliberate speed.
Real-time decision-making happens at all levels of an organization and throughout the Data to Wisdom
spectrum. This means that rigor increases. Rigor is data-driven and affects processes, systems, and
platforms. Rigor allows organizations to fail small, fail fast, and pivot accordingly while navigating the
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ambiguity of the innovation and entrepreneurial processes. Presently, organizations and industries focus
their strategies and tactics on the Data to Information spectrum, which is insufficient.

WHAT ELSE IS NEXT?
The most important takeaway message to this entire discussion is the vital importance of instilling a
continuous change mindset in organizations and industries at all levels, from the Board of Directors
through to the operational core. This involves including “learning” (and “un-learning”) as a pillar of the
corporate culture. Designated multi-disciplinary change agent teams are essential to success. Executives
must be relentless in their sponsorship, tracking, and support.
Organizations need to weave in guiding principles around learning/un-learning as part of their capability
maturity model while refining data upwards through the processing hierarchy, so that applied Wisdom
becomes a natural capability. This upward flow drives the new level of strategy and implementation
approaches that includes the evolution of process architectures, hybrid cloud migration, data
normalization, data maturation through to Wisdom, and even stakeholder compensation, to name a few.
Strategies for monetizing data and processes need to be integrated, enabling strategies for moving toward
circular innovation and 360-degree sustainability instead of the more traditional linear innovation. In
parallel, the urgency for executive sponsorship, accountability, and support that enable governance of
platforms and ecosystems must remain top of mind as they fuel sustainable competitiveness in a shifting
landscape of increasing competitiveness.
Considering the significant role digital disruption plays, we cannot ignore technical debt. Most legacy
systems already have technical debt, where their maintenance often consumes 80% to 90% of OT/IT
budgets. If organizations don’t act on addressing their technical debt, then the rolling out of IoT will
exacerbate technical debt because of the sheer volume and speed of deployment. This cannot be ignored,
as it will slow any significant change journeys, wasting precious time and resources and delaying the ability
to defend against threats or leverage opportunities.
As the new survival imperative, organizations (or the modern economic entity) must be in a continuous
chrysalis. The next incarnation of the enterprise or person is gestating while the current one runs its
course.
These are all topics that we look forward to elaborating on in more detail. In the meantime, we’d love to
hear from you and give you a hand in your journey!

Sonia Bot, Sheppard Narkier, David Sherr
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ACRONYMS
The following acronyms are common in industry and academia:
AI – Artificial Intelligence
BEaaS – Business Environment as a Service
DaaS – Data as a Service
ERP – Enterprise Resource Planning System
FAAMNG – Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Netflix, Microsoft, Google (Alphabet)
HMI – Human-Machine Interface

IoT – Internet of Things
IIoT – Industrial Internet of Things
IT – Information Technology
KaaS – Knowledge as a Service
KPI – Key Performance Indicator
M2M – Machine-to-Machine Communications
MES/MOMS - Manufacturing Execution/Operations Management Systems
ML – Machine Learning
MRO – Maintenance and Repair Operations
MROaaS – Maintenance and Repair Operations as a Service
OLAP – Online Analytical Processing
OT – Operational Technology
PERA – Purdue Enterprise Reference Architecture
SaaS – Software as a Service
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SCADA – Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
SD-SCAN – Software-Defined Secure Content/Context-Aware Network
SDG – Sustainable Development Goals
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TERMINOLOGY
The following list outlines our context and use of terminology in this book:
Accountable Authority – Authority that gives a stakeholder/role a well-defined scope of control for when
and how they can make decisions. It is well-defined when a stakeholder knows the bounds and limits of
when they can act (for example, the famous situation of any line worker on a car factory floor who can
stop production when a significant error is being committed). The scope should include a definition of not
only the size of the decision but the timing.
Business Environment as a Service (BEaaS) – A platform ecosystem that creates and supports situations
where providers and consumers can meet in one common place and add their respective values.
Chaos Engineering – The discipline of experimenting on a software system in a production environment
to understand how the system will react to a range of failures and disruptions that may not have been
explicitly defined in the design assumptions. The goal is to build confidence in the system's capability to
withstand turbulent and unexpected conditions.
Circular Innovation – Circular innovation supports the circular economy (or circularity). Rather than the
traditional “take, make, waste” of linear innovation, pivot to minimize the use of resource inputs and the
creation of waste by creating a closed-loop system of reuse and recycling. Waste includes process waste,
material waste, transportation waste, product waste, services waste, human resources waste, etc.
Decisioning – The systematic discovery, definition, and management of decisions for the purpose of
decision automation.
Digital Age – Also known as the information age. Started in the 1970s, progressing through the
introduction of personal computers and the World Wide Web, making digital technologies ubiquitous
worldwide and allowing more efficient processing, transmission, storage, and review of information.
While digital technologies continue to evolve, the era of breakthrough innovation leverages and evolves
the technologies from the digital age to create new frontiers in business models, user experiences, etc.
Enterprise Control – The ability to combine control, intelligence, and process management to enable
business optimization that is inclusive of business and production operations. It combines the strength of
both business processes and production operations processes. It is the deliberate act of
synchronizing business strategy with operational execution in real-time to enable closed-loop business
control across an enterprise. Source: Wikipedia.
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Fan Fiction – Fictional writing that is written in an amateur capacity as fans, unauthorized by, but based
on an existing work of fiction.
Forklift – Also called a lift truck, jitney, fork truck, fork hoist, and forklift truck. They are powered industrial
trucks used to lift and move materials over short distances.
Industry 4.0 – Stages of industrial development: Industry 1.0 (1760-1840, mechanization, known as the
First Industrial Revolution). Industry 2.0 (1870-1914, electrification). Industry 3.0 (1940 to present, IT,
also known as Digital Revolution). Industry 4.0 (2015-present, IoT, IIoT).
Information Technology (IT) – Focuses on business support and enablement by using technology to
collect, manipulate, analyze, and generate insights from data.
Insights – Relationship among data, information, knowledge, wisdom, and insights:







Data represents a fact or statement of an event without relation to other things.
Information is the placement of data within a context. It embodies the understanding of a
relationship of some sort, possibly cause and effect.
Knowledge represents a pattern that connects and generally provides a level of predictability as
to what is described or what will happen next. It is information applied to accomplish a purpose.
Wisdom embodies more of an understanding of fundamental principles and cultural values
embodied within the knowledge. Wisdom is essentially systemic.
Insight grasps the underlying nature of knowledge and the essence of wisdom and the bigger
picture of how things intertwine.
Not all knowledge insights are wisdom. All knowledge is insight. Using enduring insight is wisdom.

Internet of Things (IoT, IIoT) – For simplicity, we include the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) when we
refer to IoT. The main difference between IoT and IIoT is that IoT is predominantly for consumer usage,
while IIoT is used by industries to increase their performance and safety. The IoT and the IIoT are not
sensors or equipment but a communication-based ecosystem in which a variety of devices communicate
with cloud-based processes.
KPI Trees – Provide a clear structure that helps position the KPIs to ensure balance, clarity, and hierarchy.
To define effective KPIs, a process architecture must be in place. Often, the process architecture definition
is missing, and the various levels of the process are heaped together. This results in processes that are
misaligned and poorly adaptable. Digitizing processes that are not properly designed is an exercise in
futility. Instead, process areas, processes, sub-processes, and detailed process flows must all be tied
together in a process hierarchy. Any supporting technology solution and systems must also be
systematically tied into the process, as well as the data flow. As such, the traceable KPI tree can be readily
put in place from the top level through to the lower levels of the enterprise.
Operational Technical Debt – Is created as Operational Technology (for example, devices, and vehicles)
are used long after their intended usage guidelines. This creates a downward spiral of disproportionate
investment in keeping older technology operating as opposed to investing in newer technology. The
newer technology would require considerably less operational cost and may provide new and more agile
capabilities.
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Operational Technology (OT) – A category of computing and communication systems to manage,
monitor, and control operations, with a focus on the physical devices and operating processes they use.
The term Operational Technology (OT) as applied to industrial control systems was first published in a
research paper, IT and OT Interaction Gives Rise to New Governance, from Gartner in May 2006
(Steenstrup, Sumic, Spiers, Williams) and presented publicly in September 2006 at the Gartner Energy and
Utilities IT Summit.
Organizations – This includes businesses, companies, enterprises, firms, partnering firms in ecosystems.
For simplicity, the authors use the term organizations.
Platform Ecosystem – An operating model that has a defined architecture based upon design principles
that optimize a multi-sided exchange of services between the ecosystem participants (that is, providers
and consumers). They exchange a variety of services by discovering these services and their contracts
through well-defined interfaces.
Predictive Maintenance – An approach to asset management that relies on operational data to determine
when a physical asset requires service. An important goal is to minimize maintenance costs by preventing
equipment failures before they occur. It uses intelligent sensors to monitor machine parts in operations,
and Machine Learning determines when data has deviated from desired parameters. Compare with
reactive, preventive, and prescriptive maintenance.
Prescriptive Maintenance – Uses advanced analytics to make predictions about maintenance, makes
recommendations, and acts on the recommendations. This requires that various asset management and
maintenance systems are well integrated. Compare with reactive, preventive, and predictive
maintenance.
Preventive Maintenance – Replace parts and schedule equipment repairs on time- or machine-run-based
schedule. Compare with reactive, predictive, and prescriptive maintenance.
Quarantine Zone – An intermediary storage system used by a collection of sensor device protocol
interfaces. These interfaces gather sensor data as it arrives and places it in the quarantine zone because
(i) the data is assumed to be compromised (for example, hacked), and (ii) the data for any given sensor
instance is highly redundant (such as greater than 80% of the data is the same status). The quarantine
zone is read by a data-scrubbing process to ensure that compromised data is isolated and reported upon
and that the data is normalized to show anomalies (for example, feet as opposed to inches).
Reactive Maintenance – Run equipment until it breaks and then fix or replace it. Compare with
preventive, predictive, and prescriptive maintenance.
Real-time – While the absolute definitions of real-time vs. near real-time are being debated, for simplicity,
the authors use the term real-time as the details do not affect the premises for this discussion. Simply put,
real-time is instant, whereas near real-time is delayed (whether by a few milliseconds or a few hours).
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) – They include: no poverty; zero hunger; good health and wellbeing; quality education; gender equality; clean water and sanitation; affordable and clean energy; decent
work and economic growth; industry, innovation, and infrastructure; reduced inequalities; sustainable
cities and communities; responsible consumption and production; climate action; life below water; life on
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land; peace, justice, and strong institutions; and partnerships for the goals. For a description of the 17
SDGs, https://sdgs.un.org/goals.
System Safety – The premise of system safety is one of synergy: a whole is more than the sum of its parts.
System safety requires a risk-based strategy that is centered on identifying and analyzing hazards and
applying remedies using a systems-based approach. This differs from traditional safety strategies that
rely on the results of accident investigations or epidemiological analysis. The systems-based approach to
safety requires the application of scientific, technical, and managerial skills to hazard identification, hazard
analysis, and elimination, control, or management of hazards throughout the lifecycle of the system. The
analysis of hazards is systematically done at many levels (for example, functional, operating, sustaining,
requirements, system, subsystem, and component) and where all levels are integrated for full end-to-end
traceability.
Technical Debt – Technical Debt is the accumulation of short-term fixes placed to solve an immediate
problem without addressing the longer implications of that fix. As these “fixes” accumulate, the system
becomes more brittle, subject to unexpected outages from the simplest change, eventually impeding any
change.
Time’s Arrow – Refers to the fact that any future state is not exactly equal to the past. For example, you
cannot unbreak an egg. As for this book’s theme, most decisions, once enacted, cannot be undone. This
is especially true with relevance in an environment of accelerating technical capabilities. Competitiveness
slips away.
Topic-based Message Bus – Key aspects of a topic-based message bus are: (i) topics capture the semantics
of the events so that events can be looked up by categories, (ii) asynchronous nature allows for massive
scaling, (iii) abstraction of consumers and providers allows for easier distribution of events and enables
for greater resiliency to any failures.
Un-learning – The deliberate identification and removal of ineffective and obsolete knowledge, behaviors,
attitudes, processes, and routines.
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